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This monlh’s free book offer,
which would normally cosl £1.50,
is a major new feminist novel

The Worrrzerefs Room is jusl being
published by Sphere books.
Wrillen by Marilyn French and
described by Fay Weldon as
"lhe kind of book lhal changes
lives”. this powerful novel
describes lhe progress of a
middle-aged, middle-class
woman from oppression lo
liberation.
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Booking £8 in advance
(includes advance reading list),
£9 on the door 7.
Free creche and accommodation available
For further information write to:
SWSO Marxism 79 PO Box 82 London E2

From small beginnings in 1969 CUL has become
the most important theoretical event in the Marxist
calendar. .
CUL 1 1 offers a wide range of courses to suit all
tastes-students, community activists, feminists,
trade unionists as well as introductory courses for
those who would like to find out about Marxism.
This year there will be a total of 67 courses in-
cluding course critique, debates in Marxist theory,
sexual politics, the cinema, city politics, the
Caribbean and the politics of sport.

University of London Union
Malet St., London WC I.

For the first time we will be running weekend and
evening courses.
A one day symposium on “The Politics of Youth”
will be held with workshops, entertainments and
debates running throughout the day and ending
with a grand celebration and band in the evening.
There will be a varied evening events programme
of music, theatre, films, political discussion as well
as some evening entertainment for older children.
There will be a creche all day throughout CUL, and
we can arrange accommodation for you if you let
us know in advance.
CUL costs £12 (£10 for advance registrations).
Weekend registrations £5
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Cheques made payable to SWSO

SPECIAL OFFER TO LE\/ELLER READERS
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Seven days of revolutionary ideas and discussion at the  '+a
Polytechnic of North London, Prince of Wales Road. NW5 , the \
Organised by the g
SOCIALIST WORKER STUDENT ORGANISATION i
WORKSHOPS AND LECTURES
Introduction to Marxism
Twentieth Century Revolutionary Movements A
Problems of Revolutionary Politics
Marxist Economics tit‘
Women and Revolution
Trade Unions since the War
Black and Asian Studies
Our Marxist Traditions
Marxism and Literature '
Ireland-—lhe Struggle against Imperialism
Politics and Personal Life
Science and New Technology
Art Theatre and Cinema
Plus films. live music. theatre, discos,
debates
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I l behind the movement, government ‘aid’, the problems and the
promises. Also a short guide to further reading and organisations.

Southafl
We look at the background t
some of the consequences.

,We"re sorry if you had
difficulty finding a
copy of the last issue.
Our distributors, PDC,
suffered a fire on their
premises. We lost quite
a lot of mags and the
distribution run went
out late. But it should
be sorted out now, and
since you're reading
this, why worry?

15-. 545-5-' -:55‘:-.-... -.= it
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o the events at Southall and consider

Feel you can face another Leveller AGM?
We've fixed it for Saturday, 7 July. All
the cut and thrust of debate and the thrill
of democracy. This meeting decides the
mag's policy for the year and elects the
working committee. Everyone's welcome,
and supporting subscribers can vote. If
you want to circulate papers or ideas for
discussion please send them a month in
advance. The great event will be in the
same place as last year: the Fred Tallant
Hall, Drummond Street, London NW1,
next door to our old offices and close to
Euston. Doors open 20.30am.
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Letter I
.

All men
are sexists

TO DAVIF‘. BRADNICY and others
who think like him.

Line up all you men ‘who
ain‘t normal’. We'd be interested
to meet you: We-‘ye been alive on
this earth for a good fifty years
between us, and wc‘vc never met
a man, normal or abnormal (or
non-normal or . . .) who isn’t
sexist.

Lct"s get this straight, in a
patriarchal capitalist society we
fail to sec how any man could be
nonsexist, unless he spent his
first fifteen years brought up in
a rabbit warren!

The values of a sexist society
are structured into us from the
moment we are born and define
hon." we sec ourselves and each
other. Perhaps it is because .lohn
Bradborrok :.ind Dave Iiradncy
lTlrc1.ci'cllcr 26) are unabIe/
unwilling to recognise this fact,
that they have missed the point
of Sheila .leffrcy’s article.

What Sheila Jcffrcys is arguing
is that vromen are controlled and
oppressed by the threat and the
reality of male violence. And that
men hcricjit from this fact because
their supremacy is not challenged
but actively perpetuated.

Although we would argue that
in the long term the perpetuation
of a patriarchal capitalist society
is not in the benefits ofany of us
(but keeps us divided against each
other), in the short term it
obviously docs benefit sectors of
our society, ic men, the ruling
class (both men and women).

It seems ridiculous to argue
otherwise! Middle class people
inevitably lacrreflt from their class

in that they have more access to
education, wealth, power, self-
estccm etc than the working class.
And they have this precisely
because the working class do not.
Now they may not wish to have
these advantages, they may
struggle against them, but ironc-
thcless they have got them, and
continue to benefit from them
because of the way in which
society is structured.

In the sarnc way it is vital to
sec that men benefit from having
more power. self-esteem, economic
independence and personal
‘frecdom' than women. So the
less a woman has, the more any
man benefits, whether he wants
to or not.

Deciding to be anti-sexist,
however much l)ave Bradney
miglrt like it, is not in itself going
to change these structures or
make a man immune from these
structures and the violence which
cnforccs the m:

4

A woman is walking down a
dark street late at night. Suddenly
she realises a man is walking a
few years behind her- She feels
frightened. It doesn‘t matter
whether (in the short term) he's
gay, anti-sexist, or an NI-' thug»
she is going to be frightened of
him as if he was a potential rapist.
She cannot afford to hesitate, to
distinguish; she must be ready for
the worst.

A man is being anti-sexist. But
the ‘respect' a woman shows him
is not so much a response to his
individual personality-- or what-
ever as the reaction she has learnt
to give to men, in order to avoid
male violence and abuse (verbal
or physical).

I)avc Bradney may call this
‘a guilt-ridden, mechanical way
of looking at the world". But
guilt is fucking irrelevant! What
makes him feel guilty. onpresses
us. lt”s not a question of blame
or guilt, but of recognising the
structures around us, and our
part in their perpetuation.

If Dave started to face them
and fight against them, instead of
blaming us for making him feel
guilty, we might all progress a
little faster in the struggle against
sexism.
Jenny Vaz.rgl:rarz
Tessa I4/care
Londorr WCI

No place for
nice guys

Il()W VI-ZRY revealing it was to '
read the replies to Sheila .Ieffreys'
statement that “livery man bene-
fits from the action of every
rapist". What our two ‘non-sexist
brothers‘ clearly show is their
reluctance to admit. and thereby
take responsibility for, their own
part in the systematic and ruthless
exploitation of women - all women -
which has existed throughout
recorded history for the greater
glory and benefit of man.

OK, so they didn't ask to be born
male. I didn‘t ask to be born fe-
male cithcr. but that hasn't pre-
vented inc from being treated as
continuously sub-human since I
first drew breath.

Dave Bradney, who feels ‘opp-
ressed' by the masculine stereo-
typc, would do well to reflect on
the quote from Robin Morgan in
Andy ('hcvaIlicr‘s article in the
previous issue. The oppressor can
always choose not to oppress-
Women have no power, so how
can we ‘choose‘ anything '.’ We
can I not go out at all ( we gct
bored and frustrated I. go out witlei
other women (we get constantly
harassed by men). go out alone
(how many of us dare that one '? I.

x

or go out with a man - our price the depth of this oppression in
for that one is that he can rape any way.
us whenever he feels like it, with My only claim is that the rape- '
total impunity. like behaviour of men is not in my

Of course men benefit from interests either and that men too
rape l The very fact that women
have little or no freedom means
that men have more. And far from
John Bradbrook's contention that

should be fighting against the
attitudes that lead to rape. I‘d
better explain this more fully.

Starting at the age of adoles-
rapists‘ action “poisons the re- cence men and Women become
lationship between the sexes", exposed I0 £1 HEW ffifm of Sex
the nice guys actually gain most -
because while women think
that we have to have a man at all
costs, then we will fight each
other tooth and nail for the ones
who share the chores. l“IIe‘s so
good, he always does the dishes,
sometimes he even cooks")

And as for revolutionary
feminists being separatists - is he
serious ‘F Three women cannot
even go for a drink together
without being thought of as three
women ‘on their own’ - and there-
fore fair game to all the men in
the pub. But if he sees separatism
(does he mean lesbianism ?) as
being counter-revolutionary , it is
because it has no place for him and
and his likes. Well wc’re not just
going to sit back and believe every
gold word dropping from your
lips about how you‘re different.
.\/I-any of us still remember being
ij()|1nQ(_l by the same line from the
Ilippies. Actions speak very much
louder than words.

Carole Ruthchild
London

Fighting back
together

TIII‘. ARTICLE on rape in The‘
1.cr,'cller 25 by Sheila leffreys
contains sortie excellent corri-
ments and some deeply mysti-
fying ones. I think it is only
honest to admit that “All men
are potential rapists" as Sheila
does. Rape is only the logical
extension of the behaviour
patterns which men are
encouraged to adopt by the vast.
majority of both men and women
in this society. Given enough
pressure any man, myself included.
could become a rapist. But this
does not mean that men gain
cvcry time a man rapes a woman
or beliaves like a rapist.

According to Sheila, “livery
man benefits from the actions of
every rapist.“ I could not disagree
more. livery time a rape takes
place and the man comes hack to
the pub to boast to his mates men
lose out. livery time a man says
“(‘ouldn"t you just give that a
lcngtli?" or “Look at the arse on
her", men are driven further into
their own sexual misery.

Such an outrageous claim
clearly needs some explanation.
I-irstly, only an idiot would fail
to admit that when a man rapes a
woman then that woman (and
indeed, as Sheila correctly stresses,
every woman) suffers the most
immense physical and emotional
oppression. I do not want to deny

role identification. They already
know most of the things that bol/5
and girls are supposed to do and
those that are taboo. Now they
begin to learn how to relate to
each other sexually.

Most of this information is
learnt in the streets or schools and
passed on from mouth to mouth
as girls learn how to “look nice"
and boys learn how to “make out.
Adverts help to drive home the
message. But the message can be
most clearly discerned when you
look at the sharp divergence in
the reading matter which the two
groups are exposed to.

For girls, magazines like
Jackie, “17"ctc emphasise the
importance of make up, clothes
and above all romantic‘ love. The
record industry and. more
especially, the radio stations drive
home the message with “chewed”
music about “moons in lune"
and “true love“. (Incidentally, in
this respect records by groups like
The Three l)cgrecs are just as
deeply sexist as the most macho
posturings of Thin LIZZY Cit.) I
Eventually the lesson is learnt so
well that iriost women actually
want and cxpccl to be dominated
and will not respect any man who
does not act in an oppressive way.

For boys, magazines like May-
fair, Penthouse etc exploit the
sexual misery and isolation of
most young people in the most
heartless way. Reading the pages
of these rnagazines as an adolescent
I got the message quite clearly.
The entire world was experiencing
vastly enjoyable sexual adventures
except for me.

There were the bodies, there
was the task, every one of your
friends claimed to have scored,
only you were a failure. You
simply had to get a woman
before you could face any of
your friends. In the meantime
you lied, thus convincing your
friends that they were the only
ones who had yet to score and
helping to make them too feel
miserably inadequate.

lior the years of adolescence,‘
and often far beyond, the pressure
is on for the girl to catch a hus-
band without giving up her
virginity and for the boy to “get
his end away“ without getting
married.

Put the two together and what
do you get? Rape-» or the nearest
thing to it.

In these terms I would be
lying if I did not admit that every
man is notjust a potential but a
real rapist (if only in thought)
until he has been taught to relax
about sex. The man cannot avoid,
under the weight of all that pres-
sure, attacking the woman like a

starving man going at food. The
obvious result is premature
ejaculation because he has been
taught that the thing is to
penetrate the woman to prove
what a man he is and that’s it
pride satisfied for the moment.

The woman cannot avoid
being shocked by the lack of
ro:.'rance, at the animal violence
of it, at the fact that she too is
left wondering “ls that it?“ The
obvious result is frigidity because
she is left feeling guilty that she
doesn’t enjoy sex, because she’s
lost her vital virginity or because
she never dares ask for what she
wants to happen.

But the important point
surely is that it is possible to go
beyond this miserable stage and
indeed to skip it altogether. As
each person strips him or herself
of the illusions of adolescence '
then it becomes possible to
approach sexiral relations without
the violence and without the huge
gulf between the sexes that is
created from childhood.

It is in this sense that I feel
able to say that every man suffers
from every rape. Every comment,
every action of a rape-like nature
by a man weakens the chances of
any man naturally experiencing
sexual pleasure in an open and
free way. Every, attempt by any
of us to encourage decent, feeling,
behaviour from men towards
women helps both women and
men.

It helps women because they
are less likely to experience rape
and more lik_ely to strike up
relations between equals should
they wish to, and it helps men
(both gay and straight) because
they no longer feel‘ inferior to
“masculine” men and are opened
up to the possibility of actually
enjoying relating to women as
independent people and not as
objects to be consumed and
despised.

In this respect Sheila’s com-
ment about all men benefitting
from rape is not just annoying
but is actively harmful to both
women and men. It encourages
the attitude that all men are the
enemies of all women. The way I
see it is that all rape and all rape-.
like actions are the enemies of
every human being and can only
be fought together.

In keeping with this attitude
I should stress that I do not see
the struggle for women’s
liberation as a threat but as a
help. I cannot see why men who
fight to try and free themselves
from the garbage of sexual
oppression should be lumped in as
part of the garbage. We should
not be seen as enemies of women
but partners in a mutually
beneficial striggle to free everyone
from the imposition of rape-
inducing ideas and behaviour.
Arrdy Brown
London W7

Masters of the
endocrine system

I WOULD have liked to see more
space given in the Leveller‘s theme
on rape (issue 25) to the debates
that Dorothy Jones and Rose
Shapiro touched on (the creation
of artificial ‘appetites’, confusion
of desire, etc) and the continuing
argument about when indifference
ends and rape begins. The issues of
ambivalence, uncertainty and
ignorance were hardly given
adequate coverage. I think it would
have served to put things in a better
perspective.

Dorothy’s argument about
society’s influence was a good one,
but one thatwas not nearly
rigorous enough. Iior example, I
don't think it‘s fair to leave the
debate at the power sta re; an

sexually or emotionally, that we
do use each other at times and that
it is mostly wrong.

Violence, ignorance, selfish-
ness, sclflessncss, ambivalence,
indifference are all (to use a good
value judgement) wrong. Most of
us participate in it one way or
another and feel guilty because of
it, and that's the debate l’dlike to
see examined.
Karen Macleod
London NW3

Calling all
galls

WE ARE TWO of the authors of
the “Law and Sexuality " recently
published by Grass Roots Books,
and we have been approached by
a major publishing company to
write a book about lesbians and
gay men. We feel that a general,
positively written book about
being gay is sorely needed on the
mass market so we have agreed to
write it. We aim to cover:

Realising that we are lesbian or
gay,

Coming out
Lesbian/gay lifestyles

as well as looking into societies’
attitudes to all women and men,
particularly lesbians and gay men
with a view to how we can and
are changing things.

To do this we want to draw on
as wide a variety of people’s
experience as possible, and we are

asking people interested in helping
us, to answer a fairly
comprehensive list of questions
about themselves and their
sexuality, their experiences and
their views. Some of the replies
along with some interviews will
be used directly as quotes in the
book, and all will be used to
create a wider picture than our
own experience could offer.

If you would like to help us in
this way please write to at: I09
Oxford Road, Manchester Ml 7DU
All answers will be treated as
confidential but we will credit
you if you want us to.
Janet Slade
Stephanie Green
Manchester M1

Missing Marxist
titles

THANKS FOR putting us in the
Red Pages, but in compressing our
entry you have elided two of our
titles; our Marxist Economic
Theory by Mandel (4th
impression) and our Marx ’s *'
Theory ofAlierratiorr by Meszaros
(4th edition). There's a close-up
of Marx‘s left eye on the cover of
the latter so that’s it’s quite easy
to tell them apart. Contracts with
the two authors forbid us from
harmonising the two books.
liraternally,

Merlin Press

E
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important factor, left well out of
print, is the way sexual desires and
normative sexual VZLI-‘.168-2iI'8 shaped
by society and the way we are
shaped by them in return.

Men and women have to learn
from each other that they have a

'$
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responsibility to communicate
and share; signals get crossed but
we’re not all slaves of our endo-
crines! Women are at fault for
allowing men the power and the
expectations to be “serviced” by
unwilling partners. It really
shouldn’t be a them vs. us position
which is what came across most
strongly in the articles. We’re
shaped by our environment and
some things just turn out badly.

The Leveller should be helping
people to understand why, and to
come to terms with the fact that
not all of us are together beings,

YOUR LETTERS TO THE LEVELLER:
Send letters to The Leveller, 57 Caledonian Road,
London N1. To give us more space for contributions,
please keep them short. Letters intended for anonymous
publication fnust nevertheless be accompanied by a name,
addmss sand, if possible, telephone number. All letters may
be edited for length. r
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Banking

 

Kendal’s Silver Lining Denied
Kendal and Dent was a most respectable bank. But under the guidance as chairperson iflil "111" its \*~’11f~' t-‘~"1P0W¢I¢d by L60 Austin.
of Lord Ponsonby, an obscure hereditary Fabian peer, it virtually became banker by
appointment to an unsavoury gang of right-wing Portuguese emigres. Among the
connections was Jorge Jardim, a former Salazar crony. The bank is now being dragged
through the courts on charges of currency offences. Dave Clark delves behind the
pinstripe facade.

WHY IS Lord Ponsonby. former Lzilwuf Ch1iiI- making money out of nothing. actually served
person of the (ireater London Council and as the mechanism for the wealthy to get their
moderate Fabian luminary so embarrassed at I money out of Portugal.
an obscure fringe banking case currentl dra in liven Perestrello’s exchan re control adviser-1" c.- 1

its way through the financial courts‘? - Harmer lludson of Robson Rhodes, chartered
Answer: because if Kendal and Dent." the i accountants, thought this was a bit much and

bank in question. is found guilty of half the resigned, apparently under pressure from the
things the Department of']"yado and Industry Bank of I-Ingland. But it didn't bother Ponsonby,
my they art; the noble pcgf will and up with brought in by managing director Lewis Rowe
a lot of mucky capitalist egg over his cherubic because his name looked good on the letter
social democratic face, heed.

Kendal and I)ent. ‘Bankers in London since
I871‘, were closed down by the DTI on I5
l)eceinber I978. Inspectors had been in and out
of the office for the past three years before
suddenly jumping in with a form oi closure that‘ . . . . _ -. ‘ ‘ I‘ -

meant Kendal and Dent were unable to seek a A I
stay of execution most unusual in the discreet
old boy u»orld of fringe banking.

'|' DTI llc I e l th‘he a rges tiat. among ot icr ings,
K&l) have persistently broken eschange control

right wing
controls. traded at a loss, failed to keep proper
accounts and indulged in ‘artificial and
fictitious transactions" designed to bolster its
balance sheet. Indeed, so persistent have the
‘I“rea.sury”.s solicitors been that on l l-cbruary
this year they sent a letter to K&l) demanding
to know full details of every account held by
the bank the sort of information that is
normally regarded as highly confidential. If the
Treasury did that to every dubious bank in
London. the ('ity could suffer a disastrous
collapse.

Kendal and Dent have-n’t really been
bankers since I87 l. They flat-‘P held a banking
licence. but their main interest has been in the
jewellery business; they were virtually mori-
bund until the mid-l‘)7(ls when they were sold
off for about £3(l,tltl(.l as part of a complicated
settlement. The purchaser was a right-wing
Portuguese emigre called load Percstrcllo, who
left the country after the revolution in I974.
lhe unique part of his operation was his
realisation that silver was a booming business.
Not only did it have intrinsic value but it also
had a growing industrial use. particularly in
defence industries and the control ofcxhaust
emissions.

So Pcrcstrcllo re-vamped K&D with a
simple formula: customers would deposit their
money with the bank. which then changed it
into silver. lhe custonicr got a guaranteed lO.3R
per ccnt interest. thc bank held the silver. The
main customers were Portuguese emigrants
iltltiiillitl their wages in this country. while in
Portugal a large financial group called (‘OI-"IL
took similar deposits from wealthy Portuguese
riglit-wiiigers wanting to get their money out
of the country. ('()l~'ll- was closed pending a
Portuguese court-case resolved in their favour
last autumn but that did not stop K&l)
offering cscliange rates on Portuguese escudos
at Btl per cent above the market rate. Which.
beside being an apparently magic way of
6 .

But even stranger things were happening at
l\'&l)_ Noted as an executive officer on the
company’s optimistic leaflets, but not as a
director of the bank. is one .l..lardim who is. in
reality. Senhor Jorge lardini. l-'or years. Jardim
was Salazar"s right hand man and governor of
Mozambique. The highlight in a life more than
usually full of right-wing scandals was .lardim"s
publication last year of a book detailing how
British oil companies broke sanctions on
Rhodesia.

Percstrello, Ponsonby and Rowe are the
public faces of K&D. but it is lardim who is
the real power behind the throne.

Perestrcllo’s own right-wing connections
he used the bank’s offices for regular meetings
of former Portuguese fascists and was in the
habit of setting up London meetings for them

took a considerable dcnt IR months ago
when supporters of the Portuguese Workers’
(‘oordinating (‘ommittce pickcted a concert
Pcrestrcllo sponsored at the New Victoria
Theatre. Much to the (oordinating (‘ommittee"s
delight at the time. the overwhelming majority
of the audience of Portuguese workers
supported the (‘ommittee"s objections to a
fascist speaker.

But last year a number of other interesting
events started happening at the bank. It was
approached by one Ken llowarth. waving
letters of authority from the Federal Bank of
Dominica. Ken llowarth had just finished three
years of a five year sentence he received in
I975 at the Old Bailey for a massive fraud
involving the sale of non-existent platinum
waste for a company called Ii J Austin
International. No sooner was llowarth out, of

.
\

the ambitious Attorney General of Dominica.
to act from the unlikely base of a council
house in Runcorn. as a European agent for the
non-existent l-‘ederal Bank of Dominica.
llowarth then offered K&D a massive deposit
of $50 million to be raised on the international
money market. Rowe rubbed his hands with
glee at the prospect and no sooner was that
deal well under way than who should turn up
and offer to act as an agent for the bank than
Sidney Burnett-/\llcync, well known to readers
of The Icvellcr Z3 as the man who put
together the attempted coup in Barbados. And
that coup was originally planned on behalf of
the Dominican government.

Jorge lardim. of course, claims total
innocence in all these strange events. lle also
says that he ltad nothing to do with one of
Sidney's earlier plans to finance an oil refinery
in“St. Kitts despite the fact that Robert
Southwell. the prime minister of St. Kitts.
claims to have a telcs from _lardim confirming
his financial backing for the project.

It would be misleading to accuse Ponsonby
of being tied up in these shady deals. By all
accounts he had no idea of what was going on
half the time in the bank of which he is the
chairman, and he apparently finds no contra-
diction in being a Labour Party member and
being so intimately involved with a bunch of
Portuguese former fascists, l-few of these facts
are likely to emerge in court over the next
weeks. but Kendal and Dent seems unlikely to
be opening its front door for business for a
long while yet.
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Southall is just the kind of place Margaret
Thatcher was thinking of when she made
her “swamped” speech. Half its people are
black mostly Asians but the state resists
their impressing their identity on their
surroundings.

In the last week of April,
the state went on the offensive. Ostensibly
to protect a handful of fascists thousandsJ

of police occupied the place and set about
terrorising the inhabitants.

The protest against the NF meeting in
the Town Hall was not the ANL
excursion that the media and the polit-
icians have tried to make it out to be: it
was the Southall community trying to
defend itself under attack.

At no other
anti-NF demonstration have the author-
ities yet acted with such brutality. The
overwhelming state reaction, including
the huge number of arrests, because the
NF’s provocative racist attitudes are in
some measure shared by Thatcher,
Powell, police and Callaghan alike.

The real political questions of
Southall won’t even be asked, let alone
answered, by any official enquiry, by the
media, or by any white leaders.

These
articles try to raise them: what is life like
in Southall? Why were the ~Fi-ont
permitted to assault the place? How are
the people organising to defend them-
selves? What was the state doing on
April 23? What really happened, then
and afterwards?

Contributions are from
Q H. O.Nazareth, Fay Rodrigues, Zareer
 & Masarii, Dave Ward, Vivien Goldman and

Tim Gopsill.

The Southall shops have Asian names and
facades. The cinemas show Asian films. Most
people around are young blacks. The most
obvious leftover of the events of 22-23
April are the pairs of cops on patrol. Within
a minute we count several “copies” around the
High Street area. Are they worried about
Southall becoming a no-go area?

This hark-back to Northern Ireland is not
really so l'ar-fetched as it might seein. ()n 27
lune I977, at (irunwick, former Labour
Home Secretary Me rlyn Rees said, “I learnt
in Northern Ireland that operational control
must be left in the hands of the police.”

The Southall events are only the latest
source of growing resentment at “official”
society. After the racist murder of Gurdip
Chaggar Singh in June 1976, the community
was outraged when two friends..witli him at
the time were arrested. Within two days,
members of the newly-formed Southall Youth
Movement (SYM) beseiged the Southall Police
Station and demanded their unconditional and
immediate release. Leaders of the Southall
Indian Workers Association (IWA)-not the
IWA of Great Bn'tain—went to negotiate the
release. The SYM discovered that the IWA
had made a deal. The two youths were
released, to be charged later. The SYM
immediately called another meeting at a local
cinema. One of the consequences was that
the Southall IWA lost much of its credibility
with the youths. While the Southall IWA
seeks compromise the SYM is getting
increasingly militant-and for good reason.
Most of the shit of official society is thrown
at the youths. Unemployment among them is
as high as 30%. To add to it, more than half
of SYM‘s 600 members have records for
obstruction, affray, assault-the kind of
offences that police find easy to pin on them
in magistrates’ courts. Lately, the sus charge
-suspicion of loitering with intent—-has been
used. Convictions for sus are easy to foist on
people with a police record.

The SYM has a predominantly male
membership of Asian and West Indian origin.
They began meeting at the premises of the
National Association of Indian Youth, now
called National Association of Asian Youth

(NAAY). Within a year they moved to their
present premises, which are squatted. They
are financed by grants from the British
Council of Churches, the Gulbenkian
Foundation and the Commission for Racial
Equality —just enough to employ one full-
time worker and a phone. Most of the work
is therefore done voluntarily --accompanying
members to court and to the social security
office; helping them with the proliferating
form-filling and other formalities that mark
their contact with official society; acting
as interpreters for those with language
difficulties.

Since April 23, membership has jumped,
and the SYM expect to have over a thousand
members by the end of the year. Police
attitudes over Chaggar Singh’s murder have
never been forgotten, and police brutality
over the NF meeting has further fuelled the
anger of the community, and of the youths
in particular, since they bear the brunt of it.
On the huge slow march in commemoration
of Blair Peach on 28 April, the whole Asian
community turned out; old and young left
their homes tojoin as the march filed past.

When it became known that the Ni: had
got the town hall, various organisations, '
including the Southall IWA, the SYM, the
Plaling Community Relations Council, the
Trades Council and People’s Unite Cultural
Centre, organised a meeting to discuss what to
do. The Police Community Liaison Officer
was pointedly asked to leave, and a
co-ordinating committee appointed. The SYM
later withdrew, taking the view that they
would have to decide independently , given
the low level of action contemplated. The
committee made various representations to
get the authorities to withdraw pennission
for the use of the premises, without success.

A peaceful protest march to Eating Town
Hall on Sunday 22 April, attracted 5 ,000
local people. Many were shocked to find
themselves confronted by almost as many
police, including cops on horseback. About
half the crowd dispersed well before the
police began their completely unjustifiable

continued over
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attack. Nineteen people were arrested, l7
of them members of the SYM.

That night, when the local traders were '
advised to board up shop-windows, they
refused point-blank. They were adamant that
they were not going to allow the NI‘ to hold
an election meeting in the community. As for
free speech, one person said to the police,
“Your support for free speech is a threat to
not only our free speech, but our 1ives.”,,

Next day, workers in local factories and
shops came out on strike tojoin the protests.

. "iv
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Arts Centre wrecked
1

Clarence Baker is a member of the Musicians
Cooperative based at 6 Parkview Road,
Southall, which is the Peoples Unite Creative
Arts & liducation Centre. He is also manager
of Misty, the reggae band best known for
playing benefits, notably for Rock Against
Racism.

During the demonstration the police
cordoned off the three main roads leading to
the Town llall. This meant that none of the
community workers members of the Asian
Southall Youth Movement and lawyers from
Southall Rights, for example -had access to
their offices. Police would let no-one in or out
of Southall Rights. Thus the Peoples Unite
(‘entre was used as a makeshift medical and
law centre, with a red cross on the front door
pointing out the fact.

At 6. l Spin, someone threw a smoke flare.
This was a signal for the mounted police to
make a concerted charge into the crowd.
forcing people back into Parkview Road. Many
youths had sought refuge at the Centre during
the course of the day‘s violence, and with the
new additions, the SPG found a full house to
clear when they broke into the Centre. Police
lined the stairs and hall of the (ieorgian house,
beating everyone who passed through as they
llushed out the building to run the gauntlet of
blows: it seems the head was their favourite
target.

A doctor, Annie Nahmed, was clubbed
while treating a patient. and had to have six
head stitches. Beatings continued at Southall
police station, where the arrested were initially
taken.

Clarence, along with Geraldine Ragiste and
four kids. was in the kitchen. Two policemen
dragged him by his dreadlocks across the room
to the door when he couldn‘t get up to walk;
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continued from previous page
A massive police presence of4-5,000
occupied the town centre and cordoned off
streets as early as mid-day, preventing locals
from doing their shopping. The police were
going to show everyone who was running the
show, and they certainly made most of the
running. Police cameramen were busily photo-
graphing likely demonstrators. Helicopters
buzzed overhead. By 2pm, 50 people had been
arrested. SYM members, trying to avoid
unnecessary trouble, actually went to the
Southall Police Station and agreed various
arrangements with the Police Community
Liaison Officer. When they returned to the
ranks of the countcr-demonstrators and tried
to explain to the cops, the retort was: “I-"tick
Inspector (joffe. We donit take orders from
him.“ Arrangements agreed with the Deputy
Assistant Commissioner David Helms of
Scotland Yard, in charge of the police
operation, were similarly given short shrift.

Demonstrators were split up and kept
hundreds of yards from the hall. Reports of
verbal abuse and harassment by police, before
the violence, abound among the community.
When the violence erupted police moved with
military precision, breaking up crowds and
closing in on isolated pockets of demonstrators
liven passive bystanders were insulted, chased
and threatened with arrest.

Senior officers (they'd clearly done some
home-work) pointed out SYM leaders for arrest
or assault irrespective of their part in the
proceedings. Other Asians, who had boarded
a number 207 bus were followed aboard by
the cops. In an attempt to get away, they
smashed the windows on the top-deck and
jumped out. An Asian youth travelling on the
bus was arrested on a charge of criminal
damage. All in all over 750 people were picked

he was taken to Kc-nnington Police Station in a
serni-conscious state, where he was strip-
scarched and kept from 8pm to 4am.

He was then taken to the Central Middlcsex
Ilospital. After three days in the hospital, he
was still having frequent bouts of unconscious-
ness. llc hadn't eaten for two days before the
demonstration, and wasn"t eating when his
brain was examined by a scanner, three days
after he was admitted. It was then discovered
that apart from a fractured skull, he was also
suffering from a bloodclot on the medulla
oblongata, the base of the brain, which might
account for the fact that although Clarence has
been improving very slowly, hc‘s still suffering
from a speech impediment he never had before
the demonstration.

Clarence was known by the police as a leader
' -in -
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up, apart from those simply beaten in the
streets. 340 were charged, more than half were
members of SYM and about 100 connected
with the Peoples‘ Unite Centre, and only two
from outside Southall. The rest were trans-
ported away and dumped on the A4 and
elsewhere, some as far away as Rochester Row,
15 miles away, at 3am. They were told, “Now
walk back you black bastards.“

So much for the “official” line that the
anti-racists came from outside a line that was
conveniently reinforced by the fact that the
person murdered by the SPG was a well-known
anti-racist from liast London (where the SPG
also operates). As Vishnu Sharma pointed out,
the outsiders at Southall were the police and
the I-‘ront. (The Nazis in the meeting were
bussed in. and the candidate in Southall, John
Fairhurst, lives at 35 Claxton Corner
Cottages, Claxton, near Norwich.)

At the police stations where the arrested
we re taken (they used more than one to avoid
a seige) charge sheets. already prepared, were
handed out arbitrarily, and names written as
the arrested were herded in.

The police functioned, in effect, as the
enforcement wing of the NI-I Any doubt
about that is dispersed by the foul racist
jibes they frothed at Asian demonstrators:
and the fact that the SP(; storm-troopers
pride themselves on a coiled cobra ta
poisonous Asian reptile) insignia. adds an
ironic emphasis.

The Southall IWA has largely abandoned
- its illusions about the good intentions of
the police, and the SYM is considering more
effective ways to combat police racism. If
the authorities think they can cowc this
long-established community with brutality,
they couldn't be more wrong.

among the youth in the community; this
could have something to do with the extra-
vicious handling he got at the hands of the SPG
When he was unloaded at the police station,
one policeman was overheard to say, “And
here"s the black bastard that stabbed the
copper“, a fabrication that might have cost
Clarence his speech.

After the (‘entre had been cleared, the
SPG men indulged in an orgy of vandalism:
the musicians’ co-operative equipment which
is also Misty"s equipment was smashed piece
by piece. The damage runs into thousands of
pounds, including two complete drum kits, a
£1,500 mixer, an amp, and various speakers.
Albums and disco mixes t I2-inch reggae
singles) were smashed. Run through the
lengthy, laborious surge of destruction and
you may get some idea of the SPG venom.
The Centre, which offers free tuition in a wide
variety of arts and skills, is now boarded up
with very long nails. But the Peoples Unite
co-operative firmly intend to be back. _
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Sou thall people passing the spot where Blair Peach was murdered.
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The Front sid in
WHY WAS lialing Council not consulted when reason to take legal advice about it or to call a
its Town Clerk gave permission to an avowedly special council meeting.
racist party to hold a meeting in a predomin-
antly black community‘?

Why, despite pro tests from “respectable”
local leaders such as Michael I-Illiot, leader of
the Labour minority in the Council, Sydney
Bidwell, sitting Labour MP, Vishnu Sharma,
President of the Southall Indian Workers’
Association, and Martyn Grubb, Community
Relations Officer, did the Tory leader of the
Council and the Home Secretary refuse to
reconsider the decisitm?

Why were the police given carte blanche
to turn Southall into a virtual police state that
Monday, denying the legal right of local
constituents to attend what claimed to be an
open election meeting‘?

And finally, why has the Labour Party,
and especially Bidwell, who prides himself on
being a founder of the Anti-Nazi League,
maintained such a conspiratorial silence on all
these points‘?

According to Beatrice Howard, Tory leader
of Ealing Council, the decision to grant the
NF’s request was “a routine administrative
matter” for the returning officer under the
Representation of the People Act. She saw no

SUN lies
Media treatment of Southall was no better than
could have been expected. l.ics. But one of
those lies has been firmly nailed.

The front page of the Sim of April 24 had a
headline; ‘Anti-liront riotcrs besicgc injured
officers in wards’. The main story said that 300
had been arrested as rioters attacked police in
Southall, and it mentioned, casually, in its
third paragraph, that ‘one man, a teacher, died’.

Further down, it said that 40 police were
injured (the police figure was only 21), and
that demonstrators had besieged the hospital
where they were taken. There were four names
on the article, including Alan Watkins and
Peter Bond, who has admitted he wrote that
bit.

All the police were taken to the new,
nearby Ealing Hospital. The administrator
there said the incident did not take place, that
no demonstrators had been near the place, and
that the Sun had not telephoned to check
whether the report was true.

At the Sun, Alan Watkins, who is an official
of the NUJ chapel (office branch), originally
said the information had come from the Press
Association tapes. A check with the PA
revealed no such material had been put out, all
night.

On being told this, Alan Watkins slammed
the phone down. Peter Bond was contacted,
and he said the information had come from
Scotland Yard. So did the editor, Larry Lamb.
But a check with Scotland Yard press bureau
revealed that they had not (officially, at least)
given such a statement to anyone.

It is likely that an individual police officer
or PR may have given some story to Bond. If
so, the paper did not attempt to verify it. Nor
did the Daily Mail, which was also fed the line.

It was a complete fiction, fed by the Sun,
the biggest-circulation paper in Britain, to five
million people for Tuesday breakfast.

But the neighbouring, Labour-led Brent
Council had refused permission for an NF
election meeting on the ground that the NI?
would not allow “a genuine public meeting in
terms of the (Representation of the People)
Act.”

This interpretation has since been upheld
in the High Court, where the NF lost their
appeal against the Brent decision.

Howard said later: “It was an open
meeting because the press was there”. But a
Daily Mirror reporter had been ejected by the
NF and an Asian councillor had been man-
handled by police and denied entry. “That
must have been for their own good", snapped
Ms. Howard. “I wasn’t there myself, but I feel
very sorry for the police and the attacks they
had to face.”

And the official policy of the council is to
ban use of its premises by the NF. The decision
to grant facilities was therefore a change of
policy which the Tory leader had no business
to make without a council meeting. Michael
lilliot says he was not officially notified of the
decision till I8 April, five days before the
meeting was scheduled, too late to requisition
a special council session. Despite protests from
Labour councillors, Howard, he said, refused
to reconsider her decision. Martyn Grubb, the
local Community Relations Officer, also
confirmed that the Council ignored his appeals
for cancellation and that Howard refused to
receive a petition fron local community
organisations.

Grubb and Bidwell also took their case to
Mcrlyn Recs; but he was scarcely more
sympathetic than the lialing Tories. Rees took
a full week to re ply to Bidwell"s letter. llis
rc ply, dated the day of the NI?‘ meeting,
endorsed the I-laling Tories’ view of the Nl"’s
legal rights and ignored any possibility of
banning the meeting.

Rees explicitly abdicated political
responsibility for public order during the
meeting. “I have taken steps", he wrote,
“to ensure that the Commissioner is aware of
your concern. The policing arrangements for
this meeting will be an operational matter for
the Commissioner and I have no power to
intervene or give directions. I am in no doubt
though that appropriate measures will be
taken to preserve public order and prevent
breaches of the peace.”

Commenting on these “appropriate
measures”, Vishnu Sharma later said: “If
any one would have liked to see a police state
in total operation, he should have been in
Southall tod:gy.” _

Any doubts about whether the meeting
was public were quickly dispelled by the
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Probes  
What next‘? There may or may not be an
official public enquiry. Mcrlyn Rees said there
wouldn‘t; Jim Callaghan, who somehow had
the nerve to speak in Eating Town Hall on
l May, said there would be ‘a full enquiry’. But
even if there is another Scarman job, it can’t
possibly address itself to the real issues.

A co-ordinating committee for a black and
labour movement enquiry has already been set
up. The IWA and SYM, with the lialing Trades
Council and ltaling Community Relations
Council, are setting up a commission which
will hold open hearings.

Meanwhile police are conducting enquiries.
Commander John Cass, former head of A10,
Scotland Yard’s Internal Enquiries Department
but now past re tiring age, is running them. But
he totally failed to make clear at the adjourned
inquest into Blair Peach‘s death whether he is
running a normal murder enquiry, or the
rigorous internal police enquiry promised by
the Chief of Police, Sir David McNee, or both,
or neither. He couldn’t even confirm that all
the evidence he collected would be presented
at the inquest when it eventually takes place.

So far he has interviewed most of the
witnesses to the murder, and in such a way as
to indicate his purpose may not be to dig out
the entire truth. Comrades who were with
Blair Peach have had their stories rigorously
tested in long interviews (up to eight hours),
with suggestions of conspiracies, memories

police‘ The Town Clerkis Order granting distorted by shock, and so on. Lawyers were
permission had stipulated that at least one-third
of the hall (its capacity is 60) must be open to
the public. But only five members of the public
were allowed in by police, along with 59 NF
members bussed in from outside Southall.
Tariq Ali, the Socialist Unity parliamentary
candidate, was denied his legal right of passage
by police cordons and is now contemplating?
suing the police.

And any doubts about police attitudes to
racism and anti-racism were dispelled on 29
April, when Metropolitan Police
Commissioner David McNee, for the first
time, used his powers under the Public Order
Act (1936) to stop an anti-Nazi march in East
London going past the NF ‘s fortress head-
quartets, Excalibur House, in Great Eastern
Street, Shoreditch.

permitted to attend those interviews.
What enquiries are going on within the

force can only be guessed at, of course, but it is
perfectly clear that the suspects could be
narrowed down to the two SPG vanloads that
launched the attack.

In the end, no doubt, a rotten apple or two
will be picked out, and the men who gave the
orders can carry on with their political mission
 

Donations and other help for Southall
organisations to:
Blair Peach Memorial Fund, c/o Langdon
Park School, Byron Street, London F14 ORY
SYM Defence Fund and Peoples Unite
Defence Fund, 45 Lea Road, Southall,
Middlesex.
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UNDERGROUND

Marx down the Tube’
KARL MARX emerged from Bond Street tube
station on l May to name London’s new tube
line the Fleet Line. He ceremoniou sly broke a
bottle of stout over a toy train and was presented
with a giant free travel pass by the Queen.
Knownfor the first twenty years of its life on
the drawing board as the Fleet Line, the Tory
GLC decided, in a fit of royal arselicking, to
rename it the Jubilee Line in I977.

Marx was invited to come down from
I-lighgate by Movement Against A Monarchy,
whose Fleet Line campaign is gathering
momentum with stickers and badges bearing
the slogan “Don’t Jubilee’ve It” going up all
round London. In red, white and silvery-grey,
the stickers are 150 for £1. and the badges,
either l%.” or .?.%”, cost £1.70 for l0 or 20p
(+7p post) each from MAAM, Box M,
5 Caledonian Road, London N1.

NEW RULERS

Co-ordinating
bonehead
ANGUS MAUDF is Margaret Thatcher's
revenge for the killing of Airey Neave, Maude’s
government appointment as Paymastcr-General
in charge of ‘co-ordinating information
policies’ is the first time since George Wigg in
llarold Wilson's I964-7t) administration that a
Cabinet post is given to a politician with the
direct brief to ‘oversee’ the security services.

In Wigg’s case, he was meant to look
internally, but now under Maude, the left in
Britain can expect a rapid raising of the
temperature.

Maude, a 66-year old bonehead whose
unintelligent Monday Club-style scribblings
appear regularly in the Stmday Express, will be
aiming at ‘the water in which the tish swim’
the communities and the thought-processes
of which those people who killed Neave were
a part.

lixpcct a far greater use of the Prevention
of Terrorism Act, and expect its use against
lefties with no obvious lrish connections.
Watch how individuals like Arthur Scargill will
be relentlessly pursued by this new Whitehall
‘Dirty Tricks’ department. Angus Maude will
be watching us all.

RADIO

Community radio
Hcence
'l’lll-'. lNl)l~'.l"l',Nl)l*.N'l’ Broadcasting Authority
has awarded the franchises for both the Cardiff
and Coventry stations to community-based
groups. Cardiff Broadcasting won the Cardiff
franchise, while the Coventry franchise went to
Midland (.’ommunity Radio Ltd.

“We are very pleased that the IBA has
recognised the genuine involvement of those
connected witli the application” commented
Cardiff BroadcastingChairman David Williams.
The stat.ion’s major cltareholderiis the Cardiff
Broadcasting Trust, which represents local

l O -

people and organisations. lts slogan is “Have a
hand in what you hear”. The ll-person board is
composed of 6 directors representing
community interests and 6 representing the
investors. According to David Williams, there
haven’t been any splits between the two groups.

The emphasis of programming policy is to
be on speech, along with “music popular with
our listeners.” An action desk in the city centre
will collect news from the public. as well as
providing a community advice service. “lf the
community can come up with programmes we
will be willing to put them on the air”. said
Mr Williams, although final decisions remain
with the station’s controllers.

M1-_A__l,Gorard, formerly (‘hie f Executive of
llarlech Television, has been appointed Chief
l-lxecutive; no other appointments have been
made. The station hopes to be on the air in
about. a vcar.

Midland Community Radio formulated its
application after people who had been
approached by other groups competing for the
franchise discovered that they had common
ground.

They were awarded the franchise
although the board included no-one with
journalistic experience. lt is thought that

the lBA saw them as the only applicants to
stress the idea of service to the Coventry area.
The Board, which is chaired by the Vice
(’hanccllor of Warwick University, JB
Butterworth, includes Geoffrey Robinson,
Labour MP for Coventry North-West, Mohanjit
llyare of the Community Relations Council,
and the leader of the Labour group on
Coventry Council, Al Waugh.

NATIONAL THEATRE

Injunction threatens
union
Tllli NATIONAL Theatre dispute (see The
[.e1*eIler 16) is being used as a test case on
‘secondary picketing’. The South Bank Theatre
Board, which owns thetlicatre site. has taken
out an injunction against NATTKI-T, the union,
and six named individuals involved in the
dispute, including branch secretary Richard
Lewis and stage staff shop steward Alan
Thomson.

The writ is in tended to stop the strike
interfering with the Board’s construction
work in the theatre. and it asks that lorries
doing construction work should not be
turned away, that the strikers should not
trespass on the site, and that they should
dismantle their strike huts. It also asks for
damages for breach of contract and for
‘unlawful interference with the Plaintiff's
business’ meaning the construction work.

The injunctions were granted at a private
hearing on Thursday 3 May. But the judge-
ment docs not follow until after The
l.m"cller went to press. If damages and costs
are awardctl against the strikers, they may
have to be declared bankrupt.

The Tlicatrc Boa rd was awardctl the
injunction although it is closely associated
witli the National Theatre. Lord Raync. who
has said that a compromise in the dispute
would ‘undermine the entire fabric of our
democratic society’, is (hairpcrson of both.
l.‘nder the l-’.inploymcnt Protection Act, it is a
valid defence against such injunctions to
show that you acted in ‘objective furtherance’
of a trade dispute. But the judge seems to
have followed the preccdcntsct by Lord
Denning in his United Biscuits jt1tlg€'llJCI‘ll.

Permission to spend money on a legal
case had to be obtained from the Department
of l-lducation and Science. Estimated costs so
far are £1,500, but they will increase rapidly
if the union takes the case to open court. The
strikers claim that permission to go ahead
came from Cabinet‘ level A one of the last acts
of the Labour government.

The theatre has been hit badly by the
dispute. The strike has cost them £193,000
in lost revenue until the end of April, and
‘A Fair Ouarrel’, which was supposed to run
for six months, is to come off at the end of
May because of poor attendances. Press
officer .lohn Goodwin pointed out, however,
that attendances had not been good before
the dispute began. The strikers say that
management allegations of ‘vicious harassment’
by pickets. reportedwidely in the press, has
kept audiences away from the theatre.

The theatre is trying to break the strike by
offering individuals the opportunity to return
to work. Although they have been sacked by
the theatre, the l)llSS is not paying benefit
because they say they are still involved in a
trade dispute.

NATTKF, which recognises the strike as an
‘official lock-out’, has taken no action over the
three NATTKE members who have started
working in the theatre since the dispute began,
nor has it enforced instructions that it has made
to members. lf the strikers lose, the 25,000-
strong union could fall apart. One National
Executive member, in a television branch, has
threatened to have his members ‘out within
three months’ if the union does not win the
dispute The National strikers, along with
members from the other three subsidised
houses in theatres in London--Coliseum, Royal
Opera House. and RSC Aldwych-would
probably follow. "General Secretary John
Wilson has created the perfect Tory union”,
Richard Lewis told The Leveller.

Although the National management have
told suppliers not to recognise the picket lines,
supply lorries continue to respect them. The
National Theatre strike committee is discussing
ways of intensifying the dispute with repre-
sentatives of the other subsidised houses.
Support has also come from the area’s new
Labour MP. Stuart Holland. ln a statement, he
said. “lt is more clearly the management than
the union who have been seeking confront-
ation. lt must be open to question whether
they have been trying to keep the theatre open
or have been playing another game”.

SECRETS

Silkin’s secrets
agent  

AMONG Tlll-1 Labour MPs who scraped back
on May 3rd that no-one on the left would have
minded losing, is the former Attorney-General,
Sam Silkin, who held Dulwich by I22 votes.

The day before the election. his Tory
opponent, former Mecca mandarin l-Iric Morley,
sacked his press agent, Victoria Charlton. Why‘?
Because Charlton, a member of the National
Union of Journalists, who stands by that
union’s policy of protecting its members. had
asked Silkin a number of pertinent questions
at an election meeting, and, having elicited no
coherent response, put out a press notice
attacking him for his prosecutions of AB&C in
the Official Secrets case. and The Leveller,
Peace News and the Journalist in the Johnstone
contempt case. 1

The notice was on Conservative Party
headed notepaper. Too much, clearly for
Morley. But it is Silkin who should really take
note. When Tories attack you from the left.
Sam, where the fuck do you‘ think you are?

D";-|"Y TR|CKS the Long Kesh H Blocks by peeing on the floor.
Pat comes up in Cardiff magistrates court on

her solidarity with those “on the blanket” in

21 May and her supporters would welcome
Us assistance in staging a pic'ket outsidelthe

building that day.
IT LOOKS like the British “Dirty Tricks" _ S The other candidate pushing a direct lrish
department working against lrish militants in
the USA may soon have its fingers burnt.
Fr. Sean MacManus heads the lrish National
Caucus lobby in Washington DC. This body has
often been a favourite British Embassy target
for accusations of IRA links despite the fact the
two lrish groups are at loggerheads and FBI
investigations have unearthed no such link.

Fr MacManus found himself described in a
US book called The Power Peddlers—about

cause was Brendan Gallagher, whose son Willie
is still in Long Kesh despite the injustice of his
conviction as portrayed in the banned Caryl
Churchill TV play. Brendan must be pleased
that in Roy Mason’s Barnsley constituency
some 638 voters took exception to their sitting
MP’s dismal record in Northern Ireland.

lobby groups--as having “homicidal tendencies”. :PUBl_|SH|NG
This unflattering reference was said in the book
to appear on file cards in the lrish and British.
Washington Embassies.

Fr MacManus has now won a New York
Federal court order to force the book’s authors
to disclose to him the confidential source of
this information which he asserts is libellous.

The USA, Britain too, and Europe will soon
be receiving extensive publicity tours from
John Decry, the first Republican “"on-the-
blacnket" prisoner to be released from the
Long Kesh H Blocks. Decry served nearly three
years, most of which time he was “on the
blanket” and he will soon act as the spearhead
of provisional Sinn Fein’s international
campaign to publcise their battle for political
status in Long Kesh.

TROOPS OUT

Straight from
Arrowsmith
PAT ARROWSMlTH’S performance when Jim
Callaghan was making his re-election speech in
Cardiff was one of the TV highspots during
election night. She may only have won I32
votes but she sure made herself awkward during
the campaign on her Socialist Unity and Troops
Out Movement tickets.

So awkward she was twice arrested while
trying to make electioneering speeches in
Cardiff. She was charged with obstruction and
with insulting behaviour. Both times in the
prison station cell she graphically displayed
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Fat covers sexist
ALL TOO often in the publishing world to
popularise is to stereotype. The new paperback
edition of Fat is a Feminist Issue (published by
Hamlyn Paperbacks) is sadly no exception. The
text of Susie Orbach’s book remains the same,
but on the cover is a picture of a passive look-
ing woman emerging sexily from layers of
rejected fat.

Many women see this objectitied image as
in fundamental contradiction with the
contents, and a group got together to produce
a straightforward typographic counter-cover
to be given away in bookshops: “If they can
produce their own cover, so can we.”

Hamlyn’s PR didn’t know the extent of the
protest until The Leveller phoned her: “No
way is it a sexist cover”, she said. “We’re
sorry if it’s been misunderstood.” The design
had been governed by considerations of the
mass market, and was supposed to appeal to
a wide variety of women. She seemed to think
that it was only hardline feminists who
objected, although the counter cover group
say that complaints from ‘straight’ bookshops
have been reported to them by a llamlyn rep.

liven llamlyn agreed that the woman on
the cover did suffer from a certain ‘lack of
personality’, and said that some changes were
‘under discussion’. So it looks like this enter-
prising group of feminists might yet win the
day- -who knows, they might even use the
counter-cover design on the reprint . . .
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orkerswrite
MELVYN BRAGG once collected some
characters together in a book called ‘Speak for
England’. On Sunday nights, with help from
God creating Adam and sundry other idols, he
speaks at England. Between times, as Chairman
‘of the Arts Council Literature panel, he has
been standing in the way of a lot of working
people who seek to speak for themselves.

At issue is a grant application to the Arts
Council from several hundred writers—mostly
working class—in workshop groups across the
country. Their linking organisation, the
Federation of Worker Writers and Community
Publishers, asked the Literature Committee for
£7,000—about 1% of the annual literature
budget-to pay a co-ordinator and enable
groups to meet up to develop their work. With
the application the Federation submitted a
representative sample of writing, including a
recent national anthology published with grant
aid from the same Arts Council source.

After months of inconclusive
correspondence, the Literature Finance
-‘Committee, with Melvyn in the chair, met a
couple of worker-writers’ representatives. There
was no discussion of the writing, but a lot of
sharp questioning about the Federation’s
constitution, and the use of words like ‘working
class’. Then after a few days the verdict: ‘The
members were of one voice in judging the
examples of literature submitted: they
considered the whole corpus of little, if any,
literary merit’. No grant, but a referral for
further consideration to the Community Arts
Committee (the bottom of the barrel, where
therapeutic considerations replace artistic
standards).

The Federation’s first response to this
impertinence was an open letter, published this
week, in which a dozen known left writers,
playwrights, directors and the odd MP, add
their weight in protest. Meanwhile the
Gulbenkian Foundation has come in with cash
enough to tide the Federation over the current
year

For now, it’s worth restating the obvious:
‘literary merit’ cannot be divorced from the
function and content of writing--who writes
what, for whom, for what. And who judges‘? A
literature that excludes the working majority,

‘ turns its back on the experience and expression
of most people, can only be unimportant.

The worker-writers’ movement reveals how
many working menand women are writing
against the odds: despite pressure of work and
family life, and almost total lack of institutional
encouragement or outlets. Writers’ workshops
and local publishing set-ups are moves to make
good some of the gaps, while cutting out some
of the nonsense inherent in the commercial-
academic axis (so there’s no teacher, little
inherited idolatry, just writers and readers
interchangeable in support and criticism,
interested at once in the writing and in the life
from which that writing stems).

Faced with this sort of development,
institutions like the Arts Council have a clear
choice: either they seek new crumbs of
originality and accomplishment to add to the
same old cultural cake, in which case they
become minor accessories to universities,
publishing houses etc, giving a little more to
those who already have a lot, or they look to
their real responsibilities, tuming to the greater
part of our people, our life and expression that
the industries of Art and English Lit. mostly
ignore.

The Literature Committee, with about one
per cent of the Arts Council budget, could well
afford just one per cent of that one per cent to
help redress the balance, both in society and in
literature. (What less could anyone ask?)
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eye on
Q ..a grim

esert
War
Chad is one of the poorest countries in
the world. Yet for years it has been gripped
by a vicious civil war in which imperialism
is the only beneficiary, while the people‘s
suffering has just intensified.
Ed Harriman was the only journalist from
Britain to cover the latest phase in .i‘l-;.§_i;_f_"=‘;§_:;'z:
the struggle for oil and uranium. This article
is the first report to be published in Britain.

ln I960 Charles de Gaulle gave Chad to
southerners led by Nagana Tombabaye. The
only real export (80 per cent) was and still is
cotton, most ofwhich goes to France on jealously
attractive terms. The French eloquently call the
south Chad mile (useful). the rest inutile
(worthless).

The next president. Felix Malloum. main-
tained Tombabaye's traditions so well that
without the hasty intervention of the Foreign
Legion commandos and a squadron of Jaguar jets
(more than 2,000 troops in all) the whole country
would have fallen to FROLINAT and its quarter-
master. Colonel Qadaffi. last year. The Saudis
would not have liked that. nor the Nigerians. the
Americans or the French.

So Hissene Habre. who had been kicked out of
FROLINAT two years before. was discovered in
Khartoum. and quickly given enough arms. uni-
forms. boots and money to equip l.()0() men.
Under French pressure. he was made Prime
Minister last August.

ln January of this year, Goukouni Oueddei.
the new chief of FROLINAT. suddenly left
Libya and locked up the rebel movements loyal
Libyan fighters.

Early in February. N‘Djamena‘s streets were
adrift with anonymous tracts calling for Habre's
death. On 12 February__Habre attacked. The next
tlay‘Malloum sent up his airforce—-a squadron of
ancient propeller Skyraiders flown by French
mercenaries. whose rockets. nonetheless. could
have changed the whole shape ofthe war. But the
French garrison grounded the planes when they
landed to re-arm—in the name of strict
neutrality.

So did the broken and bleeding young men .
dragged in by their wild-eyed companions.
machine guns under their arms. to lie. face down
in crusted pools of their own blood on the floor.
There was no plasma.

The logic is inexorable. A sweating and
exhausted French surgeon explained that they
had no penicillin. no anaesthetics and no surgical
knives. Orderlies. their black rubber aprons slip-
pe ry with blood. held down twisting bodies as the
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young French intern patched them up with all
that was left—surgical needles and thread.

A team of Russian doctors suddenly packed up
and quit last year. Many of the wards have not
been visited by doctors since. The patients (most
of them have malaria) now lie all day on grey
scraps of foam rubber on broken spring beds. To
eeonomise. they cook together and take the same
pills. The drains have been blocked for months.

After the fighting. at a peace conference in
Kano. Nigeria. Habre andMalIoum agreed to a
government of “national reconciliation“ under
Goukouni"s presidency. which became official on
23 March. The Nigerians are to lead an all-
African force to supervise the cease-fire. the first
time they have done so overtly.

ACCORDING to the World Ban k, (‘had is the
eighth poorest country in the world, a half a
million square mile sprawl of Sahara sand and
scrub savanah landlocked in the middle of Africa.
The government depends on aid just to feed the
four million people. Per capita income is $73 a
year and is going down. Average life expectancy is
36 years.

The government has been little more than an
elephantine and corrupt employment exchange,
spending 90 per cent of its income (including all
the capital budget) on salaries. nearly three-
quarters ofwhich go to the army. Yet a third of the
army, l,l00 men, was captured a year ago by
FROLINAT, the guerilla movement.

lt is the country where CARE (the Cooperative
for American Relief Everywhere) has 4,000 fami-
lieslplanting trees for a daily wage of half a pound '
of millet—perhaps the lowest wage in the world.

Chad is the last bit of Africa the French
managed to snatch during the great nineteenth
century landgrab. The peasants in the south were
treated like slaves, while the brightest sons went to
mission schools to learn God’s purest religion and
tongue.

Rather longer was needed to “lift the veil”. as
the French delicately termed it. on the Moslem
semi-nomadic tribes in the north. So during the
late 1920s and early 19305, while peasants were
forced to grow cotton, the Foreign Legion and
other troops were still shooting whole villages in
the desert.
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The French were not at Kano. President
Giscard d'Estaing‘s half-hearted efforts to con-
vene a similar conference had been turned down.
His much vaunted. and much criticised. “big-
stick" African policy is now in disarray. The key
to unlocking finally what for a humlrcd years has
been French Africa may finally have been
turned. something the Algerian War only par-
tially achieved. and the rotten regimes of Felix
Houphouet-Boigny in Ivory Coast and Leopold
Senghor in Senegal are feared soon to follow.

But Chad has oil. And as a ('onoco executive
who has been intimately involved in the
exploration put it. “We have friends on all sides".
The country also has uranium which the French
minerals goliath, BRGM. has been assiduously
prospecting. despite the war. on both sides of the
government lines. So. French troops will. for the
time being. stay in the south which is. after all.
mile.

All this means next to nothing to people who
expect at least a third of their babies to die, and
willtravel over 50 miles to collect firewood. The
most ominous omen for (‘had is that none of the
warlords in the new government. except
Goukouni. talks convincingly about social
justice. The old colonial chain may be about
rusted through. with all the organised
deprivation and exploitation that it has nakedly
entailed. But there is still only a hope that money
now will go to the hospitals instead of. as in the
past. to buy arms.
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Chad West Germany

western . formal definition. this new political develop-
ment certainly has enough common character-

‘ istics throughout the length and breadth of
West Germany to be legitimately called the
Sponti (from Spontaneitfit) movement. Sponti- I
groups. and people identifying themselves as

1 I | fl 0 e Sponris, now exist in most towns and cities.
The major orientation of their politics is local,
social and practical. Spontis are largely behind

’ the wide range oflocal newspapers whichQ

S provide radical]alternative ‘what’s on’ guides
as well as political news and commentary.

Although the Sponti movement started off

Isolation and fragmentation has characterised the West German left more than in ht‘: 35.3 tam)’ iimorphous i?°dY= Germ“ wands
many other European countries, and certainly more than in Britain But now new can now be quite Clearly discerned‘ Pimple. . . . ' . h l d 't' l 'd ti h lmovements, based on local and single issues, among which the anti-nuclear campaign W O Open Y an PO51 we y I 6“ 1 Y t emse Veg_ _ _ _ _ , as ‘anarchist’ ~ as opposed to those to whom
is the most important, are breaking down the sectarian barriers and attracting more_ _ the label is derogatorily applied are very much
widespread support. John Hams0n,just back from West Germany, re-ports on the to the forefront: and anarchist and ana,ChO_
left in the front line. feminist symbols are now a regular feature of

political graffiti. There has been a concomitant
upsurge of interest in theoretical anarchism,
and the works of Bakunin, Goldmann, Herzen
and Bookchin are now to be found on the
shelves of most left booksellers.

Two new daily papers» the Tageszeitung
(Daily Paper) and the Neue Zeitimg

We-Si Gbffllflflyifi "lbw lbfi. fllibbugb 110i popular discontent on a scale unprecedented in
Bulbs‘-fiCflllY Weak Cblllbalbd to 501116 Other the country since the war. The rapport between
European countries, has always been singularly farmers, residents of Hanover. and the revolu-
isolated inside German society. Unlike Britain, tionary left on the demonstration augurg well
political work in the trades union movement —if only on this issue.
orjoint activity with non-revolutionary organ- _ Now members of far-left groups have begun (New Paper) started publication just after
isations, for example, are allT10$l l1fll<I10W11- Tbs? seriously to question their groups‘ authoritarian- Easter. Both are, at least nominally, independ-
German Communist Party (DKP), faithfully ism and dogma, and even its relevance to West ent and are published by editorial groups in
and assertively reflecting and promoting the German society. Feminists have found several major West German cities. Each is
Moscow line has only served to further the increasing difficulty in reconciling party aiming for an initial circulation of around
isolation and estrangement of the new left. The membership with feminism and have frequently 50,000, although it seems unlikely that both
East German writer Rudolf Baliro, for instance, opted for the latter. will survive. However, even one non-aligned,
who published a major critique ofeast Now a new movement is creating itself, and left-wing German daily would represent the
European socialism (see The Leveller l3), has for many people radical politics at last has culmination of quite considerable political
been denounced by the DKP as a CIA agent. something to offer. Although it has no autlior- change over the last four or five years.

The two basic forms of the new left were itative figurelieads or even a seiiililanee of But despite the-so changes it would ht-3 [3311
bblh. albeit in different WEI)“. lllllfi-1 l¢l‘l- Tllolie to underestimate the strength and ideological
Ufiuillly Called iilflflfbblbli bl itlillblliili ilml stranglehold of the bourgeois establishment, or

to discount the organised far-left within themost frequently associated with the R/\l-' (Role
Arinee liraktion) or the liaarler-Meinliof group ggngraj radical movement On the other h,_md_
resorted to individual acts of political or recent events in China have wreaked havoc
politico-military expression, in the hope that among many Maoist groups in West Germany,
one of these might eventually spark off mass - and most of mam are Struggling to find their
revolutionary action. new poljtical O_'['iQ,nt3[i()n_

The ibrgllblfiblli lblil W113 by and lflfgb The seemingly all-pervasive German state
Sllbfiewibhl 10 l’¢l<l"8. babll BIOUP making *1 apparatus, perhaps best typified by the
fblifih bl‘ its OW" Pall)’ $UUCll11'@. believing that Berufsverbot. continues to make even the most

elementary political organising into an arduousit alone had a monopoly of correct theoretical
'-mfllY$i$ and 5lf3tbgY- Pblillbfll Pfiicllbe llllls task. The iron hand of the Berufsverbot is now

generally clad in a velvet glove, but its effectsperpetuated the very isolation which had
remain the same.originally determined it.

These cocoons were broken from outside The DGB (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund,
by the Biirgefiflifidfivefl (PIQSSUTB BTOUPS), find. the German TUC) has managed to prevent all

but a few members of the non-DKP left fromparticularly, by the anti-nuclear power
Campaign. which have developed Owl lllb last obtaining full-time union positions. Some of its

pronouncements on the functions and limit-four or five years. Mainly centred on localf
Teglbnfil illilialfi and 0" Slllgle issue Cflmba-lgll5» ations of trade union activity would be enough
the Bilirgeriniriativeri attracted many progressive to make many a right-wing social democrat in
liberals who had previously been outside Britain b1am;h_

But the fact remains that during the lastpolitics. Such people were more inclined than
five years the German left has at long lastat any time since the late 1960s to assess the
begun to break out of its own internal exile.new left by its politics and not through the

distorting medium of the West German press. and that a dialogue and an interchange of ideas
between the left and its potential allies have' Mass anti-nuclear demonstrations, especially

"" \\\ \

the one in Hanover on 3] March, suggested In finally started.

Jackboot oes in on press
AT THE END of April, Kai Ehlers, former editor or e West German
left-wiiig fortnightly Arbeiterkampf (Workers’ Struggle) went on trial
in Hamburg, charged under paragraph 90a of the criminal code. The
trial arises from the paper's coverage of the deaths in Stammheirn and
Stadelheim prisons of the leaders of the Red Army Fraction urban
guerilla group.

At the time of the deaths, Arbeiterkampf headlined ‘Stop these
suicides’ and wrote: ‘The “suicide” of Ingrid Schubert represents a
further dangerous escalation of the destruction of political prisoners
. . . It must be clearly stated: there is no reason for a sound mind to
believe in the suicide of the prisoners! Even if one was to give credence bwllghl ill Other ¢0UI1ll'leS Clilimillg 10 be bourgeois ¢lt=fl10L'fB¢it-‘S.
to the thesis of the government which asserts a “suicide strategr”, it should be sentto Arb eirerkampf, c/o Jiirgen Reents Verlag,
would be absurd that all the most prominent, the “public enemies Lerchenstr. 75, 2000 Hamburg 50, West Germany.

no.1” would commit or attempt suicide within barely a month of
each other . . .’

Ehlers and Arbeiterkampfhave been convicted on live previous
occasions of similar offences under West Germany/’s ‘muzzle laws‘.
Total fines have been 6,100 marks (£1,525), an extra tax on
publishing a radical paper. But this time, the authorities are seeking
to have Ehlers branded as a ‘habitual criminal’, and are seeking a
five-year jail sentence.

Motions of solidarity from trade union and media organisations,
particularly those pointing out that such a charge could not be

l3



Italy

Italy was astounded in April by a series of spectacular arrests
of leading left-wing opponents of the Communist Party and its
‘historic compromise’ with the Italian state. It is now certain
that the Party actively approved and participated in this attack
by the state. John Merrington looks at this new turn in Italy’s
road to socialism.

For Italians, it is the story of the year, if not
the decade. On 7 April the police announced
that they had caught the organisers of the Red
Brigades and of last year‘s kidnapping of former
prime minister Aldo Moro. The accused turned
out to be Professor Toni Negri, a brilliant
academic and one of Italy‘s leading Marxist
theoreticians, and virtually the whole Faculty
of Political Science at Padua University - a
move akin to arresting all the Fellows of All
Souls College, Oxford, on charges of subversion
And not content with this masterstroke, the
police also picked up the staff of three of the
main radical magazines in Italy, the director of
the free radio station Radio Sherwood, leaders
of the 1968/9 Rome student movement, and
former prominent members of the extra-
parliamentary group Potere Operai, which had
been dissolved in I97 3.

Altogether 23 arrests were made. The inves-
tigating magostrates claimed that this “blitz on
the far left” took its victims by surprise,
making impossible their “intended escape”. A
further I I people are supposedly “in hiding”,
and have warrants out against them. Yet since
the warrants were issued, most of those named
have appeared in public given press conferences,
and in at least one case gone to his office every
day until the end of April!

The coincidence ofthe approaching elections
in which the fortunes ofthe historic compromise
will be severely tested and of this brilliant
discovery of the elusive Red Brigades is too
good to be true. liven before the official charges
were brought, the President of the Republic,
Sandro Pcrtini, publicly praised this security
operation “in defence of the democratic order.”
Oddly enough, a Communist Party (l’(‘l) state-
ment on the same day said the same thing. Not
only was the sweep a well prepared political
manoeuvre against the left, but it was carried
out with the full support and active participation
of the PCI.

Nine of the accused face charges of
organising armed insurrection against the state.
and of being the political leadership o.f the
Brigades. All o_/‘them are accused of “subversive
association” under articles in the Penal Code
dating from the l*ascist era and aggravated by
the new anti-terrorist laws of I975.

The first charge is complete lunacy. The
state prosecution _has failed to produce any
evidence to support this charge, or to prove any
connection with the Brigades. The defendants,
especially Negri, have consistently over a period
of years condemned “elite, commando-style
terrorist organisations and tactics” such as
those of the Brigades. It is hardly likely that the
“political brain” behind the Brigades would
puhlisli books, pamplilcts and newspapers
providing a theory for mass movement politics
and condemning vanguard-type “exemplary
actions”: Negri calls Brigade actions “the
mirror of state terrorism”. in recent articles and
published interviews. The accused are on trial
only for political opinions, publicly held and
expresS-ed .

Why was this grotesque charge brouglif.’ If
they had brought only the charge of “sub-
version”, this would have led immediately to a
political trial, with the entire mass movement
of the independent left alongside the accused.
By adding the terrorist smear, it is made to look

1 4 I .

as though what is being tried is a criminal con-
spiracy. By mixing political charges with
terrorist charges the State is trying to criminalise
the entire left movement. The charges have the
added advantage of allowing detention without
trial for a period of years “pending investiga-
tions”. In the Valpreda case the defendant was
inside for four years on a bombing charge for
which three Fascists were eventually found
guilty. Some of the accused have been
imprisoned without their lawyers being told
where they are; as in Germany. the authorities
have been careful to isolate them and to make
the construction of legal defence as difficult as
possible.

This operation has been in preparation for
two years, that is since the massive confron-
tations of I977 in Bologna and other Italian
cities between the (‘ommunist Party regional
governments and the independent left “the
plague carriers”, to quote linrico Berlinguer,
Secretary of the PCI. The investigating judges
are (ommunist Party affiliated. The PCI has
been especially zealous in labelling all its left
opposition as “terrorists” — and hence “proto-
liascists”. At the same time the Party has faced
increasing opposition to its involvement in

-ompromising positions for
Government and support for austerity pro-
grammes, the ‘historic compromise’has
turned sour.

With its active participation in this political
frame-up the Party is indicating its willingness
to dirty its hands in the sordid state plots which
have in recent years become a normal part of
Italian political life. What used to be “fascist
conspiracies“ in the early 1970s have now been
given “democratic” respectability. This is what
makes the new escalation of repression of the
left movement in Italy especially sinister and
dangerous.
iii.- 
An international defence campaign for the
accused has been set up, calling for statements
of support and protest. This is especially impor-
tant because the defendants have been subjected
to a campaign ofsystematic character assassin-
ation in the Italian press - Ncgri is smeared as a
cross between Dr No and Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde. We must make it clear that we are not
fooled: statements of support, demanding
release of those detained, and an end to preven-
tive detention without mat, will be flrlly pub-
licised in the Italian press.

In the UK the Italy ’79 Committee is co-
ordinating support on behalf 0f the Committee
against Repression, Institutc ofPolitical Science,
University of Padova, 2 6 Via del Santo, Padova
35100, Italy. A public ineeting in I.ondon in
late May will be annomiced in the left press.
The UK committee can be contacted care of
Rising Free Bookshop, (Box I35), 182 Upper
Street, London N.I.

Granada TV
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the ‘historic compromise’ is close to its
day of reckoning. Left opponents of the
PCI are especially vulnerable. Recently
there has been a spate of attacks by
fascists on radio stations. Radio Citta
/Yutura was one of the -victims.

In January this year, a group of fascists,
masked and armed with machine guns and
Molotov cocktails, broke into the studio of
Radio Citta Futura (I-‘ii ture City), an inde-
pendent radio station of the Italian
revolutionary movement (The Movement) in
Rome. l*ive middle-aged women in the studio
were making a broadcast about abortion and
contraception for the ‘Housewives’ Collective’.
The fascists set fire to the studio and shot at
the women as they escaped. Luckily, the
women survived.

Sandro Silvestri of R("l" was recently in
London to assist in the production of Chain
Reaction, a Granada TV film on the Italian
left, to be shown on 29 May. I-Ie spoke to
-—--—i.i__.i.i_______

An injured woman is in tcrviewed after the
attack on Radio Citta I-‘utura.

The Part
Perhaps you thought it was impossible to be
a Stalinist and a social democrat at the same
time?

Ugo Peechioli. Italian Communist Party
Shadow Minister of the Interior, speaking
recently on the anniversary of the liberation
from Fascism, 25 April:

“Our objective today is to stimulate and
encourage the widest possible democratic
attack against flie climate of tension provoked
by the subversive terroristic onslaught. There
is no difference — black terrorism and red
terrorism are the same. We pay homage
(especially in view of the judicial enquiries
now being carried on) to those judges and the
whole of the forces of state security who are
acting with democratic coherence and civil
courage in defence of our republican
institutions. This is the new Resistance.”
liarlier (I978) he had asked people to
denounce “violent persons" or “potential”
terrorists to the police:
“This is not betrayal. We are not asking any-
body to betray anything, but to collaborate
with the forces of order to neutralise the
enemies of democracy, This is not to be a
spy, but to do one’s duty as a citizen.”

Christopher Walker of Peoples News Service
about the fascist attack and the role that RCIF"
plays in the revolutionary movement in Rome.

“The Radio is not only for members of the
revolutionary left in Rome, but also for other
people. The Radio gives a voice to people who
have never had the opportunity to speak. I-or
instance, oppressed people like women, gays,
students, unemployed and all people who
want to speak out but are denied a voice by
commercial radio.

“Anyone who disagrees with us can phone
in and express their opinions on the air. In
this way RC1-" can be used to give a very clear
version of events. This is very important in
Rome at the moment.”

Sandro contrasted the role of the RCIY with
that of Italy's leading revolutionary left news-
paper, Lotta Continua. “To read I.otta
Continua, you must go out and buy it. In
Rome there are only 5-6,000 people who buy
it, perhaps 25,000 people read it. The people
who buy Lotta Continua are onlythose who
are politically involved. You read what is
written but you can‘t participate- your
reaction remains inside you.

“Lotta Continua was originally run by a
political party and althought the party has
now dissolved, the newspaper is still run by
a homogenous group. In RCF we are against
homogeneity. We think that when you start
to be homogeneous you start to make
propaganda.”

RCF was set up by two small left-wing
parties in 1976. But soon after the elections
of that year it became independent. The
identity of RCI-‘ is now closely connected
with the identity of the Movement in Italy.
The Housewives’ Collective is an important
example of this link.

“This collective is completely impossible

,__._-.-_-.-.-R-. __i_._.__ __ _ .-_-.. _-__.,___.__ -_ -
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No compromise liy students in Padua.

to imagine without a radio, because the
Housewives have to stay at home. The
Collective was launched following an appeal
by some of the women of Radio Donna (a
feminist radio operating independently
within R(“l*). Step by step these women, most
of whom are middle-aged, came out and now
this is one of the strongest elements of the
feminist movement in Italy.”

After the attack, the listeners mobilised
support for the station. “First, the people of
San Lorenzo (the working class area where
RCI-‘ is located) demonstrated in protest. Then
hundreds and hundreds of people came to the
station with money to keep RCI-T operating. In
I5 days we collected £10,000 -a lot of money.
In the early days, most support canie from
students. But now, after two years. things
have changed. Now we are supported by
workers and people from many different
backgrounds. Construction workers came to
help rebuild the station. lintire factory councils
sent their support.

“The day after the attack. 40,000 women
demonstrated in Rome. Then we decided RCl~'
would hold its own demonstration. Our
demonstration was very important. It was the
third time in Rome in the last two years that a
peaceful demonstration was held by the revolu-
tionary left (the other two were also called by
RCF). For two years everytimc there was a
march a group called 'Autonomia Operaia’
created trouble by breaking off from the march
and attacking the police.”

The demonstration was held the same day as
one organised by Italian trade unions. While
15,000 trade unionists rallied at the Coliseum
some 50,000 supporters of RCF marched
t_hrough the streets of Rome.

The government recently closed down
another left—wing radio station, Radio
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Proletaria. Sandro commented: “The closure
was really one of those things they do
normally -the anti-terrorist machine working
against the revolutionary left. In the case of
Radio Proletaria, there was no proof that
people were acting illegally. They were holding
an open meeting advertised in the press, but
the police planted guns in the building and
arrested everyone under the Anti-Terrorist
l.aws. The next day, the front page of the
newspapers said “Z7 Terrorists (‘apti1red”._A
week later at the bottom of page I2 the
papers mentioned that they had been released
for lack of evidence.

“We are really dangerous to the establish-
ment, because although we EH6 a small
opposition movement, we are the only
opposition in Italy at the moment.

“They don’t want to go against the
terrorist leaders at the moment. They are
trying to do one thing to take away the
political freedom which people have. This has
two results. On the one hand, people join the
Red Brigades; on the hand, people leave
polities, All the State’s actions encourage
people to become terrorists. Why‘? The State
wants a solution. They know they can’t have
one without arriving at a direct conflict with
the Red Brigades. So they use the Anti-
Terrorist Laws against people who aren’t
terrorists.

“If they got rid of the Red Brigades now,
they would have no way of proving their
credibility. The State needs an external
enemy. For years the PCI has been that
enemy. As that changed and the PCI became
more acceptable, even to the media, the state
lost that external enemy. Now they have
regained it through the Red Brigades.”

(Peoples News Service) I
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We all enjoy a quiet smoke. But do we ever think about where and
how the weed is grown? A huge, illegal, racket is forcing the peasants
of northern Colombia to take great risks in growing the stuff as their
main cash crop. Btit the racket is distorting the economy and causing
a hard crackdown by the state. From Bogota, the country's capital,
SALLY WILSON argues that it is time dope smokers in the West
realised that their pleasure exploits workers in the Third World and
encourages new capitalist enterprise.

Colombia s principal export is coffee but
B the revenue earned by the sale of that
/3 1 cash crop is exceeded by the dollars

brought in illegally from the sale of
another - marijuana. As the market for
marijuana expands- in the USA, just across
the Gulf of Mexico from Colombia's
north coast, cultivation and trafficking
in the remote countryside of Colombia
has been burgeoning virtually unhindered.

Only in recent months has the govern-
ment of President Julio Cesar Turbay '
Ayala (himself reputed to be involved in)
the business) begun to crack down on it
to save face with the Americans. But the
network and power of the ‘Colombian
Connection’ mafia, aided by institutiona-

TOM ofifip W l ized corruption, is sufficiently wides readp
to overcome the recent campaign against

\\ ‘ drug trafficking and generally it is only
i: l the ‘little fish’ who are being caught and

sent to prison.
The drug business is heavily weighted

in favour of the bosses who, like their
legal counterparts, take the fattest

__ profits and are better immunised against
the dangers and fluctuations of the

(,4) ~/\ market. Most of the marijuana is grown on
% a commercial scale as part of organised

business. New estates are developing as
small-scale landowners find themselves
being bought out by outsiders - money
from exporting marijuana is being invested
in the land which will grow the future
crops. Labour is easily found among the
landless peasants and migrant labourers
who go to the coast for the cotton harvest.

Off course, it is illegal to grow marijuana
so it is prudent for the cultivators to

disguise the plant by sowing them amidst
another crop which will be more conspic-
uous than the ‘weed’ when it matures.
Such precautions protect the land-owners
from air surveillance. Probably the most
necessary safeguard, however, is to come
to an understanding with the local police.
This is easily managed since corruption
permeates the bureacracy from the
bottom to the top.

Although most of the marijuana culti-
vation is controlled by the mafia, there
are also campesinos (peasants) cultivating
about ten per cent of the herb. lt is easy
to understand the motive of a campesino,
growing just enough food for the family,
who takes the opportunity to grow a crop
of marijuana. It fetches about five times
the price of other cash crops, such as
coffee or cotton, that he might grow. And
the seeds may be provided and the harvest
collected by an agent.

But on their small pieces of land the
marijuana displaces some of the basic
food supplies grown previously, which
means that the family has to spend more
money on maize and beans. Since much
of the countryside is hours or days walk
from the nearest road, supplies have to be
brought by mule, and the owners of these
beasts exact prices that put the cost of
living at double that of the towns. Con-
sequently, the campesinos may earn a few
more pesos than before, but they are
certainly not getting much richer. They
also take on the burden of illegal activities
and the resultant insecurity.

This insecurity extends to the whole j
population now that the north of Colombia

_ Q: etting high can(lama e (otherpeople’s lives
has been made into a militarised zone to tredind he5 Intleted price?» In certein hands (though probably the price would
combat prolific crime Apart from the Sector‘-5 end clietorted the economy A drop if it were legalized) and t~l=i-e

Af\_ANinc’ long-established contraband trade, there couple ot yeer5 ego tood tren5port end government would be more than happy
are all the spin offs from drug-trafficking the hesic tector‘-‘i ot the co5t ot ll‘/ind Were to have the revenue

E murders’ bjackmmj and the |and [mates cheaper than in any other Latin AmericanQC. AN who Intercept the huge quantities of country’ but nowadays pnces are reaching However, it is likely to be the multinational
3| I bl th B t h |e S companies that make the biggest killing

momiytand Coqhraegggsg?,?(th,'§atma5phere rereivatncjfiittleualta lotwWlA seitrtiilililltadl metlege The existing structure of landholdings isglfttsil iklonllaofiet gealm S It IS hardly |nduStr‘a| Worker In Bogota may earn ready and ripe for the multinationals to

surprtising that COUl'lt€l'%(-Elli dollar and peso about £50 a month and most workers move in and take over large scale production
notes have infiltrated the currency system have to make do with a good deal less ot thle new east‘ etop '5 thle whet the
too As a result the insecurity of the Unemployment and underemployment tooeeeo eomoenles are Weltlng tot 7 The
re i n is so unsettlin and threatenin are s cern er n to le eli5e can epi5 i5 elrn05t

%
g o g 9 0 high that for many people the only o 9 9 "l

that for the vulnerable campesinos life way to exist is to engage in some form of openly Supported hy them 5ince it Will he
there has become intolerable criminal activity - be it petty thieving or theY who move ‘rt to process and metket

Moving the army in on such a large scale deahng [n ma,-guaha the stuff And they are practiced in enticing
l5 pert ot the rriuch puhlici5ed cerhpeign The influence of overnight wealth is most new Customers The eonoltlons are
by the government to stern the tide of evjdent |n the property market especjany m classically suitable for cash crop production
marijuana finding It5 way to the State?» Bogota Speculation in land and housing has cheap Third World labour large areas of
(This I5 good tor the Pre5ident 5 credibility) become rife as dealers search for a safe under-utjljged land and an expandingh t '.‘ Alrrio5t every dey t e neW5peper5 reper investment for their earnings and since the market in the same way as banana and

i. 't.,,_,,.-., _,.. that “est qttehtltles ot eoeelhe and met‘ illegally-imported dollars must circulate sugar plantations were established earlier
'7 t g luene he‘-re been Seized According to the outside the banks it has become customary campesinos land could be bought up and

police during the rrionth5 ot Jenuery end to pay for property in hard cash So much those who retain their smallholdings will
February this year 42 operations were un money IS around that the prices have esca- be squeezed out of the commercial mari
covered while 69 men and eight women lated to extract what the highest bidder juana market
were arrested for trafficking or culti can afford to pay A medium-sized apart More land could be turned over to a
vating or possessing marijuana and cocaine ment in a low-tone, middle class area now nutritionally and socially useless crop while
not to mention the number of perished fetches a rent of £100 per month or more basic foods would have to be imported
bodies found in burned out planes which which is quite out of proportion to Colombia has large areas of fertile
being so heavily laden with drugs failed to average wage; Even [n the VVOfk|ng cja-55 agricultural land which could easily enable
clear the tree tops as they took off from d|5tr|(;’[5 house pnees are not jow (there the country to become self supporting in
secluded runways in the more remote parts is no public housing) and the grip of tood ln5teed it I5 u5ed tor the production
of northern Colombia But most of the poverty is tightening even faster as basic ot cottee cotton 5u9er and now dope.
individuals detained and sent to prison are commodity prices rise beyond the reach of Which Suolect the country to the fluctuat-
the labourers from the estates The land the majority Iehs of ah International market blessed Ih
owners and big dealers are better protected Clearly the dope smokers of the USA and teiiour ot the We5t
and can at least bribe their way out of Europe are participating in and perpetuat The development ot the le9eli5ed
prison ing a process which is exacerbating poverty rheriluene indu5try in the Third World

and fostering great insecurity in countries can only re5i-ilt in en increased dependency
And its not just the people involved |n which produce their means of a nice buzz on toreign cepitel end ih'iperieli5t poWer5

the business who are suffering the con The his problem is that iesaiisihe the use The Cehirei Oi the landlords Will be
Sequences of pr0v|d|ng Sejf |ntereSted and production of marijuana is not a real Strengthened end the Workers Will he e><
Westerners with their means of getting solution In Colombia the lobby to legalise plotted through yet another constirher
high The people of Colombia as a whole it is gaining support from many sides as lhdiJ5try The con5urher5 in Britain and the
are subjected to stricter controls and higher their is no shortage of commercially re5t pt the World 5hould open their eye‘-5
inflation The great influx of dollars into interested parties The bankers would love 5top rolling their loint5 end eccept
the pockets of a minority engaged in drug to see all that money going through their re5pon5ihility tor their actions
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’ in Paris
OVER 100,000 workers took to
the streets in Paris at the end of
March to protest against massive
redundancies and closures threat
ening the French Steel industry
The Communist Party organised
demonstration was one of the
strongest shows of militancy for
several years. In a rising tide of
unemployment with 1.4 million
already on the dole, the steel
industry is due to lose 23,000
]0bS by the end of 1980. Here we
publish exclusive pictures of the
demonstration by Peter Murphy
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The northern steel towns of I nngwy
(left) and Denain will be two iif the
worst hit by threatened redumlancies
Workers in Denain fought Wllll police
for two days in a number of lllC3|
battles which were a prelude In the
nationally organised demo in l'3TlS

Tens of thousands of workers march into Paris on March 23rd
French riot police were there to greet them Here a group
guard one of the most fashionable boutiques in Paris later
attacked by groups of demonstrators

w 

Communist Party stewards form themselves into a cordon between Autonomes
and the main demonstration S6t“1IlOl'lS of the demonstration later broke away to
_|Oll1 forces with the Autonomes in fighting in the areas around the Gare de I Est

The Autonomes who describe
themselves as ‘young prolet-
arians, workers, people doing
courses, people on temporary
work and the unemployed’
were prominent in the battles

=3‘ .3’ is

"%¢
=5ere‘that took place with the CRS.

They see themselves as repre-
sentatives of ‘the Precarious'
—- the long term structurally
unemployed which capitalism
is creating as the base of its
economy. Previously they
have staged raids on super-
markets as part of an ‘auto-
reduction of prices’ campaign
They have also been fighting
for a minimum wage for the
unemployed and workers.
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A phallanx of CR5 the French riot police, from across the Place de l Opera, scene of some of the fiercest battles The level of
militancy shown on the demonstration took the Communist Party by suprise with large numbers of workers taking on the police
in a political battle that is only ]LlSt beginning
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IN OUR working lives most of us feel an almost total
lack of control. We sell our hours, clock in, clock out,
do what we have to do. At the end of the week or the
month we grab our money and run to the shops to
spend it before it devalues. Most of the time we
accept our pay and conditions while dreaming of
something better. We grumble, go to union meetings,
pass resolutions and hand over our responsibilities to
shop stewards and other representatives. If we get
really sick of the way that we are treated, we'll even _
go on strike. When finally our jobs are threatened, we
might occupy our workplaces. But this is mainly
defensive. If we want more control over our lives we
have to do a lot more.

Co-operatives are mushrooming in the dark areas of
the economy, where unemployment, poor services
and shoddy goods have left large spaces. These usually
small enterprises are run in a wide variety of ways
and are financed from many different sources:
inheritances, savings, loans and grants. Recently
various state bodies appear to have been encouraging
co-operatives, presumably because they can fulfill a
function within the present system.

Clearly co-operatives, collectives and communes do
not in themselves represent any immediate threat to
the present order. But they should not be dismissed;
they represent an attempt by groups of people to
manage their own work in a direct way without
hierarchies and differentials. When applied to the

CAL\/ERT'S North Star Press
Ltd has been trading as a
common ownership co-operat-
ive since November 1977. Its
birth in this form stemmed .
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whole of society, they have revolutionary
consequences.

Larger scale co-operatives have also been set up in
the last few years at Briants, Meriden, Fakenham,
Scottish Daily News and Kirkby Mechanical
Engineering. They have been analysed elsewhere, F
often very pessimistically, to show how co-operatives
inevitably fail within the present capitalist society.
However, Meriden is still functioning (even though
rather shakily)and the impact of all of them is still
finding echoes in new occupations and in plans drawn
up by workers in other factories.

These have raised the whole question of workers’
control and how people unskilled in “management”
can learn to run their own factories. One of the Lucas
stewards, who drew up the pioneering Corporate
Plan, says they have discovered that “management is
not a skill or craft, or profession, but a command
relationship, a bad habit inherited from the army and
the church."

There have been many criticisms of the concept of
workers’ control, usually based on the false
assumption that it is the same as workers’
participation-worker directors on the model set out
in the Bullock Report.

Arthur Scargill has gone as far as to say “I consider
that workers’ control, as an ideology, is the apologist's
alternative to socialism, the academic's dream of
Utopia." He sees political development in the classic
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from a decision by a group of
workers who were the print-
ing division of a small
theatrical publishing group,
which in theory was a
co-operative but whose legal
and ownership structure was
exposed by the owner of the
£100 share company threaten-
ing half the workforce with
the sack.

After four months of
struggle with the owner of
the company, trying to
persuade him to turn it into
a proper common ownership
co-operative, seven print
workers handed in ‘construct-
ive resignations’ and started
putting their efforts into
forming a new co-operative
press. We had learned our
first lesson ~ don't rely on
trust in your working
situation, but make sure that
your legal and ownership
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status is clear and unambig-
uous right from the start.

Initially, we applied for a
Manpower Services
Commission grant by pro-
ducing a feasibility study with
financial, technical, market-
ing, and organisational
information. We were however
refused for two reasons —~—- one
reasonable —- that we were no
not intending to employ
enough old or young people,
and one ridiculous -- that we
were not going to provide a
service that other printers
within London were not
providing already.

In retrospect, however,
we were glad that we did not
get a grant to pay our wages,
because it meant we had to
survive by our own efforts.
We realised that we were a
‘business’ which had commit-
ments to its employees in

terms of conditions and
security of employment,
wages etc, and also to its
customers in terms of speed,
quality etc. We managed
though to get a loan of £6,000
through ICOF (Industrial
Common Ownership Finance
Ltd) which meant that we
could invest in new plant
allowing us to do better
quality, better paid work.
Our present turnover is
around £6,000 a month
with 8 workers.

Calvert's is registered
under ICOM model rules,
which allows for no outside
share holders (and thus no
outside control) and members
(workers) share capital can
only be a nominal £1.
Capital can be raised by
means of loans which get
registered as debenture loan
stock.

We have added to these
ICOM rules various other
regulations and principles
that we feel are important
to the running of a co-oper-
ative:

That a monthly meeting of
all members shall act as the
management of the co-
operative and be responsible
for making policy decisions,
ratifying appointments,
approving membership of the
co-operative and determining
the financial priorities.
That a weekly meeting makes
production decisions —-
planning work for the coming
week, employing people etc.

That we do not operate a
system of job rotation like
some co-operatives as we see
this as incompatible with the
necessity of developing skills
(printing is a 5 year apprent-
iceship). However, we do

trade union framework, “wrench from . . . a rotten,
corrupt, capitalist system . . . in return for what we
put into it, the maximum amount of wages and
conditions." Later, when we have “common
ownership of the means of production, distribution
and exhange, then we can transform society and
introduce workers’ control." This sounds like the
gospel according to Marx, the Mechanic: “Seek ye
first the Revolution and then all things will be added
unto you."

Marx can be read more dialectically. The general
ideas of self-management go beyond those of workers
control and co-operation. They raise demands for
more collective control of industry, agriculture,
education and welfare in which people most directly
affected by them take over the day-to-day running of
factories, farms, and schools and services. They raise
questions about direct democracy; how do we
organise general assemblies where decisions are made
after the issues are clear, and committees where
recallable delegates supervise these decisions?

Self-management as an ideology leads to tactical
demands which challenge the normal management
and widen the area of control for the workers. These
will include changes in conditions and wages because
finally they are also control issues. Self-management
can also lead to more long term strategic demands
such as nationalisation under workers control.
Nationalisation in itself is not enough; without
self-management it leads to the development of
bureaucracies that act in the name of people while
taking control (and privileges) for themselves. Until
there is mass participation and wide popular
involvement social-ism cannot succeed.

The Leveller Collective itself is an atternpt to
change the way in which magazines {HO pioclucod. We
don't have editors, we have two co-oiilinalois l()l'
each issue and they are changed every iiionlli. We try
to break down the split between prinia ('l()lll'lilS and
the chorus, and rotate all the work, though il cloosn't
always work.

We would like the issues of co-operatives, workers
control and self---management to be discussed more
widely and acted on.

transfer where members may
apply to the general meeting
to do a different task, giving
three months notice.

That the co-operative is a
common ownership company
established for the purpose
of advancing the cause of
collective ownership of the
means of production under
workers control.

At present we are earning
£65 for a 35 hour week or
£78 for 42 hours, but are
aiming for the average
industrial wage to which we
intend to link ourselves. All
workers earn equal wages.
Some of our potential
earnings (maybe £15 a week
each) goes towards subsidies
on jobs whose publishers have
no printing budgets, eg
community groups, carn-
paigning organisations etc.
Our intention is to equal the
percentages between
commercial work and the
cheapest rate and live on
something in between.

operate three price scales
depending on the type and
the financial position of the
customer.) Secondly, as a
result of our initial fight at
our previous firm there was
a great feeling of solidarity
amongst the members of the
co-op, resulting in a strong
determination to make a

We have progressed from
being on the dole, through
earning pitiful wages to a
situation where we work
normal hours for acceptable
money, in the sort of work-

lace we can en'o There's

‘I _..

genuine co-operative succeed.
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IT'S NOT easy to get in
touch with the Co-operative
Development Agency. It
doesn't have a listed telephone
number, and there is no sign
on the old Westminster office
block where it's based.

The CDA was the
dying Callaghan government's
last Quango, its meagre
bequest to socialism. A mere
gesture; it has no money, or
power or facilities to obtain
money, for co-operatives. lts
director, Denis Lawrence, is
from the Department of
industry's small firms division,
three years off from
retirement, put out to grass in
a quiet field. lts board
consists of right-wing
appointees, mostly from the
official Co-operative
movement.

lts first priority is “to help
the formation of viable
industrial and service
co-operatives." Set up on
1 September last year, the
CDA has yet to assist at the
birth of a single co-op.

This is not sloth on the
Department of Industry's
part. The CDA is only a
physical manifestation of the
fierce resistance to
co-operatives among
government, civil service,
trade union leaderships, and,
sadly, much of the labour and
left movement generally.

Opposition to the idea of
the shop steward/executive,
the worker/manager, is the
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biggest obstacle to acceptance
of workers’ control in the
labour movement. The Lucas
stewards’ combine is quite
adamant that it doesn't want
to take over the Lucas
Aerospace plants. The strategy
is to use workers’ strength to
force the existing ownership
to use its resources in a better
way for workers and society.

Left parties, likewise, see
the takeover of workplaces as
a counter-redundancy
measure, to put pressure on
management. Demands
extend to “nationa|isati0n
under workers’ control
without compensation", but
there is no thought given to
working relationships or
structure, and no agitation
for workers to start their own
co-operatives.

So we are left with the
extraordinary position, that
the main pressure for the
formation of co-operatives
comes apparently from
social-democrats and the
liberal right: from the official
Co-op movement, right-wing
Labour MP5, the Liberal
Party, Sir Arnold Weinstock
(yes), Sir Keith Joseph (good
griefl), the traditional Quaker
common ownership freaks,
and pressure groups like Job
Ownership (J. Grimond,
prop.).

Naturally, none of these
people have the slightest
interest in socialism. Their
idea is that co-operatives will

coiililrizrvul river

operate a system of job Two important aspects of
our survival have beenar.i.".rL.:;';i.;:*.r.;“.i:.::2.22:? HLTERNHTIVE
helped enormously by a solid P E
core of customers and friends
who have appreciated what -' ' '
we are trying to do and prefer ' __ . >1! ; \ /
to give their material to a In J
co-operative. (ln return we Q W
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no denying it was hard work T“ ”
on the way but well worth it.

John Berry  9
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Workers’ Control
,coiiti'm.rPd jiroiii previous page
be the solution to capitalism's
crisis. They are against state
investment; when banks won't
invest, workers themselves
should.

At a time of growing
unemployment, that means
their redundancy money. lt
means workers who have
been screwed by their bosses
and the state proceeding to
screw themselves. For with
their capital at risk, working
conditions go to the wall and
productivity reigns.

The model these people
look to is the Mondragon
community in the Basque
country of northern Spain.
Over the last couple of years
there's been a train of people
trailing across to study
Mondragon, where workers
have to invest the equivalent
of more than £1,000 to get a
job. One report, by a right
wing former leading member
of the lnclustrial Common
Ownership Movement
(ICOM), Robert Oakeshott,
and Geraldine Norman,
saleroom correspondent of
The Times (1) has certainly
borne fruit: Oakeshott is
director of Job Ownership,
and Norman is on the board
of the CDA, representing
no-one.

Chairman is Lord (former
Co-op MP Albert) Oram, a
veteran bureaucrat of the
official Co-op movement.
Other members include the
chairman of the Co-op
Bank and chief executive of
the CWS, Sir Arthur Sugden;
another right-wing ICOM
defector, Roger Sawtell; and
chairpersons of assorted
established co-op bodies.
There are no trade union or
worker representatives.

The feeble line was set by
government pressure on the
working group appointed to
study the CDA idea. Junior
industry minister Alan
Williams (one of the great
unsung villains of the Labour
government) barged into a
working group meeting and
told them thatany proposal
that meant government
money being made available
for co-ops would be
unacceptable.

So four members produced
a minority report, including
ICOM representative,
Manuella Sykes.

ICOM, which was started
by the'Scott Bader
Comrrionwealth, a
Northamptonshire chemicals
factory whose Quaker
proprietor introduced a
participation scheme in the
1950s, has recently become
the most active and radical
co-op pressure group. It
sponsored the Industrial
Common Ownership Act,
pushed through Parliament,
with Liberal support, in
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1976, by Labour backbencher
David Watkins.
.. This established Industrial
Common Finance Ltd, a
rolling fund which can offer
financial assistance. Chairman
is Roger Sawtell. The ICOF
fund is—~wait for it-~£250,000.
A quarter of a million! 1

And that is just £50,000
less than the annual
administrative budget of the
CDA. The Act setting it up
granted £900,000 for three
years’ administration, nothing
for assisting co-ops.

There was provision under
the Job Creation Programme
for small co-ops to be funded
by the Manpower Services
Commission (MSC). The
conditions, like those imposed
on the big Benn co-ops, had
the effect of making them
completely unworkable. In
any case, the JCP is long
finished, and though there are
provisions under the successor
scheme, the Special
Temporary Employment
Premium, for what are called
“enterprise workshops", only
nine tiny outfits have got
going in its year's existence.
Of the 20 co-op workshops
funded by the JCP, nearly all
collapsed shortly after their
year's grant ran out.

The MSC, which runs
these schemes, is extemely
reluctant to fund long-term
enterprises, of whatever kind.
Its job is to keep unemployed
people off the streets, no
more, no less. MSC advisor
Professor John Beish on of the
Open University, who was
involved in the JCP co-ops,
says:

“While l think it's great
that people should experiment
with new forms of
organisation, l don't think it
should be done with what are
quite large amounts of public
money." The JCP spent just
£1 million on co-ops.

The truth is, as far as
governments are concerned,
funding worker-owned and
controlled operations is
no-one's job.

So, as private banks won't
fund them, and workers
themselves don't have the
bread, capital, through its
state representatives, is
actively preventing worker
control.

Of course, there are
hundreds of worker co-ops in
Britain with half a dozen
large ones dating back to the
last century. The CDA files
have about 250, of which 40
are production companies.
ICOM has about 80 co-ops on
its books. Most are very small,
and have to scrape a living
from wherever they can. For
there are other sources of
capital; the usual charitable
trusts, and a few local
authorities who have started
to exercise their power under
the 1978 Inner Urban Areas
Act.
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THE COLLAPSE in April of
Kirkby Mechanical Engineer-
ing, the second Big Benn
co-op to bite the dust, brought
the usual gleeful cries of ‘no
management experience’ and
‘workers can't run industry’.

No-one could run a com-
pany under the kind of
pressure the KME co-operat-
ors faced. That it survived for
four years, while senior civil
servants, with government in
their wake, conspired to
prevent its success, and to
hand it over to private hands,
is astounding.

Eat your hearts out Sir
Peter Carey (permanent head

Yof the Department of lndustr ,
assassin of a thousand jobsl);
Professor Douglas Hague
(industrial advisor to
Margaret Thatcher and archi-
tect of the final defeat); Alan
Williams, Eric \/arley . . . and
James Callaghan, who killed
off the co-op in the Cabinet.

The fact that, like others,
this co-op was set up to save
jobs, has hidden the most
important fact: that KME was
a very successful production
operation. lts principal
(latterly, its sole) product,
the domestic radiator, was
selling faster than it could be
made. Right up to the end,
buyers were offering prem-
iums to get guaranteed
delivery.

lt was this very success
that killed it. Carey and his
chickens in governmentwere
determined that such" as’
lucrative market should be
exploited by private capital.

The first attempt was in
August last year. The co-op
was sh ort of cash, and its
chairman, Jack Spriggs, had
talks with Williams (junior
industry minister) in London.
He returned to tell a mass
meeting that a rescue had
been worked out. Before the
meeting, a telex arrived from
Williams informing KME that
he had "received a firm offer
from a major manufacturer
to build a new factory at
Kirkby which would guarantee
jobs for 250 to 300 of the
workforce" (which was then
over 700, and had been over
1,000 at its peak).

The company was not
named. The condition was
that the co-op first went into
liquidation. Then the mystery
firm would step in, Williams
would give them all his hand-
outs available under the
industry Act, and some of
the workers would get jobs ~
not, incidentally, Spriggs

himself, though he was not
told this. Trust me, Williams
was saying. The co-op didn't;
once in liquidation, they
would have had no control
over their future at all.

The company was Stelrad,
one of the five big radiator
manufacturers, a subsidiary
of Metal Box.

Williams had in fact
promised to build them a new
factory, for free. For it is true
that the factory, and the
workforce, was too big, for
the work they could do. And
they couldn't raise the money
to invest in plant to make it
more efficient. Last year in
Cabinet, Callaghan personally
opposed granting more aid
to KME.

The old Fisher Bendix
factory, as it's still known
(you pass it on the East Lancs
Road) had been used for a
wide range of products, which
the co-op couldn't sustain. It
was built in 1960 by Fisher
and Ludlow, steel-pressing
division of BMC (now
Leyland). Later they made
those terrifying Bendix
machines that shook 19605
launderettes, and a wide range
of domestic appliances. In
1968 it was bought up by
Parkinson Cowan cookers,
and in 1971 by Thorn

Reading
A Debate on Workers Control.
Arthur Scargill, Audrey Wise
(sadly ex-MP) and Mike Cooley
(Lucas stewards‘ leader) thrash
out the arguments pro and con.
First-rate exposition of basic
ideas. Published by IWC,
Bertrand Russell House, Gamble
St, Nottingham.
Self-Management in the Struggle
for Socialism. Michel Raptis
(alias Pablo). Solid guide to the
ideas and applications of self-
management, using pedigree
Marxist terminology. Spokesman
pamphlet from above address.
Workers Councils and the
Economics of a Self-managed
Society. Almost worth buying
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Electrical. When they wanted
to close it, there was the
first sit-in, and Thorn sold
out to International Property
Developers.

lPD bought the Potterton
name and made storage
radiators, till they too decided
to close in 1974. Then the
second sit-in; Benn and Eric
Heffer got interested, and the
co-op was born.

For more than ten years
the Kirkby workforce had
fought a conspiracy of
government and capitalists,
anxious to cash in on what
they see as the cheap Mersey-
side labour market,
demoralised by rocketing
unemployment —~— to move in
with all the regional grants,
make a quick killing, and
pull out.

The second attempted sale
was even more scandalous.
The Dl set up a three-man
enquiry into KME's future,
headed by Professor Douglas
Hague of the Manchester
Business School, with a repre-
sentative from the Depart-
ment and PA Management
Consultants. This recom-
mended a sale to Worcester
Engineering Ltd, a small
Midlands firm with no exper-
ience of radiator manufacture
lt does, however, have
connections with Peter
Walker, Worcester MP and
now Thatcher's agriculture
minister. Only after the deal
had fallen through, due to
the company's evident
inability to handle the oper-
ation, and the workforce's
subsequent rejection of the
deal, did it emerge that Hague
had long been a private

advisor on industrial strategy
to Thatcher herself.

The co-op did make mis-
takes. Like others whose
main preoccupation has been
job survival, it could not take
the time to sort out its
structure or plan a future. It
was virtually run by Spriggs
and a committee of shop
stewards, without any
initiative coming up from the
shop floor workers, who just
kept their heads down and
worked.

It also failed to mobilise
political support. While other
local workforces
campaigned vigorously
against closures, it allowed
itself to be demoralised into
acceptance.

And the real point about
the much-mentioned ‘lack of
management expertise’ is this
it is an ideological con,
designed to keep workers in
their place. Private manage-
ment doesn't have to be so
expert when the Dl is plying
them with money, factories,
an expendable labour force,
bounteous advice on
marketing and exporting and
all the rest of it. The civil
servants never gave KME
advice or assistance of any
kind.

Denis Skinner MP says:
“There is no real free enter-
prise around. They are all
maintained by the taxpayer.
The government says, you
can entrepreneur all you like,
when you get into trouble
we'll bail you out. They just
play at risk-taking but there's
not risk at all. They can't
lose. People should know
this therelies the cause of
all our problems."

THERE MUST be a good deal
of muffled rage among top
brass at the Department of
Industry that Triumph Motor-
cycles (Meriden) is still going.
They have strangled the other
two Benn co-ops. But the
Meriden workers have proved
a doughty bunch.

The co-operators have had
to make enormous compro-
mises to survive. They started
with a great dead weight of
government restrictions round
their necks (see The Leveller
Pilot issue); they ran out of
money after two years and got
the regulation Dol refusal of
more; they got bailed out by,
of all people, Sir Arnold
Weinstock of GEC, who fixed
a quadripartite deal with the
government and the former
owners, Norton Villiers'
Triumph; and they have had
to whittle away their co-oper-
ative ideals, change their
structure, bring in outside
management . . . but, after
three and a half years, they
are still going.

At first sight, the internal
changes bear an uncanny
similarity to what happened
at that most disastrous of
the Benn co-ops, the Scottish
I)ai'ly News. When that paper
got into the spiral of declining
circulation and rising cash-
flow problems, the workers

for the cartoons alone (happy Assembling bikes on the Meriden track
self-managed hedgehogs in a series
of happy self-managed situations).
Text covers problems we will face
in organising our lives after the
revolution. Solidarity pamphlet,
from 123, Lathon Rd, London E6
The Story of the Scottish Daily
News. Ron McKay. Published by
Canongate, £1.25. Written by a
former reporter on the paper, a
very readable, not explicitly"
Dolitical account of how workers
control was betrayed in Glasgow
In The Making no 6: A directory
of co-operative projects. Useful
catalogue of numerous projects,
Dlus listing of organisations
promoting co-operation, plus
short articles. 70p from ITM,
84 Church St, Wolverton, Bucks,
or through PDC, 27,, Clerkenvvell
Close, London EC1.
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endorsed their leaders’ plans
and allowed in the ‘dynamic’
right-wing Labour politician
Robert Maxwell. The hero
who had led the 14-month
sit-in to win the paper,
Allister Mackie, quit in dis-
gust. Maxwell assumed a
highly personal, autocratic
management style. The
unions in the place failed to
stand up to the new regime.

When Meriden ran into
the red the co-op leaders
called in the dynamic right-
wing Labour politician,
Geoffrey Robinson, and the
workforce endorsed him. The
hero who had led the sit-in
that got the co-op off the
ground, Denis Johnson, quit
in disgust. Geoffrey Robinson
has a highly personal, auto-
cratic management style.

The unions play virtually
no part in running the co-op
or protecting their members.

They have brought in "
vaunted professional man-
agement, paid at professional
rates. They have scrapped the
equal pay scale in favour of
differentials. They have
reduced real workers’ control
to a formality.

But they are learning, and
succeeding in working out,
how to meet the biggest prob-
lem facing a big worker-owned
concern.-. how to compete in

coritiiiued over
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continued from previous page

a capitalist economy.
Inability to compete is

“the complaint that killed
KME", says chief engineering
executive Brian Jones. “This
place is just ill, but stands a
good chance of recovery."

Jones is one of the man-
agement team of eight
brought in during the post-
Weinstock recovery
programme. There are market-
ing, design, production,
inspection, and even personnel
executives. They are salaried,
at between £5,000 and
£8,000 a year, and they are
not full members of the co-op.

The co-operative work-
force is now 724, which makes
Meriden the biggest producer
co-op in the country. They
started up in 1975 with 280,
all paid £50 a week; decisions
were made by a board, which
consisted of one represent-
ative from each of the eight
unions in the plant. Mass
meetings were held every
Saturday morning.

The board remains. It now
meets monthly, and receives
a report from Geoffrey
Robinson, who is styled
‘chief executive’. Mass meet-
ings are held, according to
chairman John Rosomond
(who took over from
Johnson) “whenever the
board considers a decision
needs endorsement by the
whole workforce, about
every two or three months".
Day-to-day decisions are
made by the management
team.

The latest endorsement
by a mass meeting was of a
new wage structure, to be
negotiated later in the year,
which will move further
away from the equal pay
principle. The present struct-
ure divides the workers into
four groups. All have a basic
rate of £68 a week, on top of
which the groups get differ-
ential bonuses, which are
conditional on production
targets being met.

So Group A (leading hands,
setters, toolroom personnel
and machine tool fitters) and
Group B (all production
workers except those on the
track) gross £81; Group C
(indirect and service workers,
fork-lift drivers, -track workers
and stores) £76; Group D
(clerical) £71._The rates have
been loosely based on wages
for the Coventry area. "ldeals
are very nice", says Roso-
mond, “but we do have to
compete for skilled labour
on the market". In reality,
the differentials are still
much lower than in private
industry, with the top grades
getting appreciably less than
average rates, and the bottom,
more.

"But we have to work out
a way of giving higher incent-
24
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ives to workers with skill and

"8' at
responsibility, which are
really the same thing", he
says.

Rosomond is only 33, and
had been with Triumph
before the 1974 closure. He's

one of around 100 still left,
a leading hand welder and tr

.1»
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Meriden shop chairman of ./\ k
the National Union of Sheet

/A fra veteran of the occupation, ' - ’ ~ ( _ \1

1' “'3'” iv ' /1

‘UrMetal Workers. He talks with
openness and enthusiasm
about the co-op, and no-one
would say, especially no-one
who knew the struggles
Meriden has been through,

atmosphere about the place.
"There always has been",
says Rosomond. “But we do
have discipline problems,
inevitably. If there is no
control whatsoever people
abuse the system and
unfortunately that was
happening."

So there is an elaborate -
disciplinary procedure: an
appeals committee, consist-
ing of_five shop-floor
representatives, to which
workers in trouble can turn.
(But hire and fire powers
remain, officially, in the
personnel manager's hands.)
The committee has to be
used quite often — once or
twice a week, says Rosomond.

In effect, they have taken
over the role of shop stewards
for whom there is no place at
Meriden. Union meetings do
take place, but only
informally and from time to
time, as for instance, when a
proposal for a mass meeting
is considered. "lt's a sad fact,
but people get tired of
meetings", says Rosomond.
“ln any case, you can't get a
discussion and decision out
of a meeting of 700."

The Meriden co-operators
do not hold shares in the
company (which are vested
in three outside trustees).
They don't have to put any
money in. They earn their
votes in the (mass) AGM by
seniority: one vote for every
year they've worked there,
up to five. ' ,

Although it has yet to
turn in a surplus, Meriden is
past its worst crises. They
have paid off the £1 million
GEC loan (which was granted
to shift 2,000 unsold bikes,
while the government bought
out, nominally, the NVT
hold on design and market-
ing) and have started repaying
the interest on Benn's
original £4.2 million loan.

Its market is holding well,
with a now steady product'-
ion of 300 Bonneville 750cc
bikes a week selling in
advance -— 80 percent for
export, and 75 percent of
these going to the US. They
are also developing the bike,
which wasn't possible before.
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There's a very comradely -

WORKERS CONTROL is not
just about who sits on the
board; it is also about activ-
ating shop floor workers to
challenge management
decisions at every level.

The Lucas Aerospace
Combine Shop Stewards
Committee has been mainly
concerned with extending
collective bargaining into pro-
duction, planning, marketing
and into other areas which
are normally the managerial
prerogative; they have been
less concerned with the whole
problem of the ownership of
the Lucas Aerospace group.

Ernie Scarbrow, one of the
stewards, explained some of
the ideas behind it: “We must
develop ourselves and break
down the feeling that there
are a few people who are the
centre of all wisdom. The
only way to do this was to
throw ourselves in at the
deep end and to learn things
by doing them. For example
we all have to learn how to
speak at meetings and we
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encourage newcomers to join
in. Most people working
become so disillusioned that
they switch off when they
clock in and some don't even
switch on again when they
leave.

“In Lucas we are doing
highly skilled work but we
are still treated almost like
machines. Machines are very
efficient at doing repetitive
tasks and they don't get tired
Until recently humans were
in charge of machines but
now we get treated the same
way. Human beings can
sometimes be unreliable but
they are intelligent and
creative. We must be motiv-
ated and activated to use this
intelligence, to use our
knowledge in new ways."

Lucas Aerospace was set
up in 1970 from the Aircraft
Division of AEI/GEC, Lucas
Gas Turbine, Rotax and a
number of other small firms.. . eThey attempted to rationalis
their organisation from the
start, when they had a total

The improved Lucas kidney machine in use
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work force of 18,000. This
has been reduced now to
around 12,000 by ‘natural’
wastage; there have been no
large scale redundancies so
no major confrontation has
taken place.

The shop stewards
throughout the group felt
that they had common prob-
lems and formed the combine
committee drawing together
members from 11 unions in
all the 17 factories. At present
about 90% of the work of
Lucas is for the Ministry of
Defence and therefore it is
difficult to find out about the
products. The workers were
concerned about what they
were making, and of course
about the loss of jobs, so they
decided to draw up an
Alternative Corporate Plan.

Questionnaires were sent
out asking all the workers to
audit the available equipment
and plant, and their skills,
and then to make specific,
technically backed proposals
of alternative socially-useful
products. The combine
committee collected the
proposals and came up with a
_
Workers’
plans
FOLLOWING the Lucas lead,
other groups of stewards have pro-
duced detailed plans for the
conversion of their industries to
worker-controlled socially useful
work.

Widest in scope is the work of
the stewards in the power engin-
eering industry. Stewards from
C A Parsons, Clarke Chapman,
GEC and Babcock and Wilcox —-
the entire generating industry ~-
got together to produce a
pamphlet and commission the
Conference of Socialist Econ-
omists for a report.

Vickers National Shop
Stewards have produced two
plans for the de-militarisatioii of
the group's work, and is currently
campaigning for the more accept-
able use of the massive
compensation paid to \/ickers by
the government when ship-
building was nationalised.

in the motor industry, stew-
ards from Chrysler (who produced
a group plan when the US owners
threatened to pull out in 1975
see The Leveller Pilot Issue),
Leyland, Ford, Vauxhall and
Triumph (at Speke, when it was
still going), combined with others
from component firms to produce
a report, again with the co-
operation of the CSE.

In machine tools there have
been numerous groupings. A
report on the whole industry was
commissioned by the Tube
Investments Joint Shop Stewards
Committee and produced by the
North East Trade Union Studies
Information Unit. There are also
regional combines in the north-
east and the Coventry area.

Stewards in ICI have set up a
Research Co-op and produced
two issues of Chemco News. It is
hoped that this will help to
establish an effective combine. As
in nearly all cases, workers
isolated in plants scattered all
over the country are facing large-
scale redundancies.

Drawing up plans for the
better use of capital is becoming
an effective and highly political
means for resisting closures.

list of 150 products ~--— many
designed specifically for the
third world, through aid
programmes - - covering trans
port and braking systems,
alternative energy sources
and medical equipment. The
plan was published in January
1976 and was greeted quite
enthusiastically by the press
and the unions.

A Centre for Alternative
Industrial and Technological
Systems was set up at North
East London Polytechnic
with a grant from the Joseph
Rowntree Charitable Trust.
The aim of the centre was to
publicise the work of the
Combine committee and to
help with research and devel-
opment of some of the
products.

This research has yielded
fruitful results. It isn't just
conducted in laboratories;
there have been consult-
ations with workers in related
fields, for instance with
health service workers over
the Lucas kidney machine. It
turned out that this machine
had serious drawbacks: it
requires mains pressure water
supply, which means it can't
he used in high rise dwellings
and kidney patients have to
go to liospilnl for dialysis.
The water run-oll goes hack
into the ll'l£]lll‘i, with llio
danger of drill l.1~at;l< inlo llio
plumbing. With 3,000
people at risk every year
because they don't get
dialysis, this kind of work is
life-saving. But management
had never bothered with it.

The plan was produced at
a very high technical level (it
runs into several volumes and
thousands of pages). Manage-
ment were shaken when they
referred one complicated
specification, which they
could not understand, to a
senior scientist, and he
replied: "But I wrote it".

The Labour Party has
officially given its backing to
the plan (though engineering
union leaders have continually
striven to sabotage it) and
called for the nationalisation

The Lucas combine stewards m

of Lucas. The combine
committee have not been so
concerned with the question
of ownership; they felt that
the company was being run
almost entirely on public
money anyway. The purchas-
ing power of the government
ought to be enough to force
on them public accountability.
But the Labour government
did nothing to help the Lucas
workers.

The Victor Plant in
Liverpool has been threatened
with closure, putting in
danger 1,500 jobs. One of the
company's excuses has been
that there are faulty found-
ations, but according to the
stewards the company already
knew about these structural
weaknesses when they bought
the factory in 1975.

The government's response
was to set up a tripartite
working party with union,
management and Department
of Industry representatives.
The stewards maintain that
the foundations can be
repaired and that with the
development of new products
the present work force could
be retained. The working
party is actually going to look
at some alternative products

the nearest thing there's
been to even f/(' for.-i.'o recog-
nition of the plan.

The hostility of union
leadership can be seen in the
l..-ucas Ac-iospace Annual
Persoiiiiol Report for 1977-
/8; "Nevertheless it is clear
that national officers of the
unions and the Department
of Industry are aware of the
company's policies and the
Confederation of Ship-
building and Engineering
Unions is dealing effectively
with this unofficial body."

The only answer to this
collusion between manage-
ment and the unions will be
for the Lucas workers to
take more direct action to
save their jobs.
 m
Workers control articles by
Roger Andersen and Tim
Gopsill
 

: Scarbrow is second from right

Co-op
Campaigns
ORGANISATIONS promoting
workers control and co-
operatives (from a socialist
standpoint) include:

industrial Common Ownership
Movement, 31, Hare St, London
SE18; phone 01-855-4099.
Long-standing paternalistic
co-op pressure group, now
changing with influx of lefty
activists, and the departure of
old reactionary leadership to
join Quangos etc lCOM’s
great service is that it helps co-
ops form. It offers a set of model
rules which meet all the ridiculous
requirements of the 1965
Industrial and Provident Societies
Act, necessary to become a
registered friendly society (which
gives limited liability). Using
these rules, which are designed
for worker rather than consumer
co-ops, gets you half-price
registration.
Institute for Workers Control,
Bertrand Russell House, Gamble
St, Nottingham; phone 74504.
influential left labour movement
talk-shop, organises conferences
and produces excellent pamph-
lets on specific issues and
industries. Associated with
Russell Foundation and Spokes-
lllan publishers.
Socialist Environment and
Resources Association, 9,
Poland St, London W1; phone
01-437'-3749. Activeleft
Labour party group, promotes
co-ops as Dart of socialist
strategy for production. Covers
range of alternatives: Production,
energy, technology, planning.
Has women's and local groups.
Brief inentions for two not-
quite-so-goods: The Co-op-
erative Union, Holyoake Ho,
Hanover St, Manchester M60
0/XS; pit one 061-834-0975.
Federation of the official co-op
bodies: Co-operative Party, CWS,
retail groups etc. The dead hands
of bureauciacy and coinniercial-
ism have not quite stifled all life,
and if is now offering assistance
to new co-ops. And the Co-
operative Producer Feeleration,
trade association of the traditional
Droducer co-ops, also offers
model rules.
These are all national bodies.
There is any number of local
groups (including local Co-
operative Development Agencies.
which have the CDA's blessing),
Drojects and so on. Many are
listed in In The Making's
catalogue (see bibliography).
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Educafion ,

Debates about education can arouse great passion and
become the focus of political contention - in China
some colleges are still closed a decade after the
cultural revolution, in West Germany armed riot police
storm nurseries and left-wing teachers are denied
work. In Britain, despite Callaghan’s efforts to
stir up a “great debate”, education seems a relatively
quiet, not to say neglected, area. Stephen Castles and
Wiebke Wusten berg have just written a book on edu-
cation and socialism which should re-awaken our
interest.Terry Ilott talked to them.

If‘ /\"r
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The first question, of course, is what exactly is wrong with the
education we’ve got ‘F

A basic principle of bourgeois education is to divide knowledge up into
compartments so that somebody can become very highly qualified in
one field of knowledge without really knowing anything else in other
fields of society or other fields of technology. This is linked to the
selection of people for different tasks. There used to be specific schools
for these different roles - secondary modern, grammar and so on - but
now there is the more efficient and just as slective method of the comp-
rehensives.

Can education usefully be reformed within capitalist society ?

Education can certainly change within capitalist society, there’ s
no doubt about that. If you look back to the beginning of capitalist
society, when there was a fairly small need for skilled workers, there
wasn’t really any necessity to have any form of mass education. As
soon as you get more complex forms of work - in engineering or
chemicals - then some form of elementary education becomes necessary
and you can see the introduction of universal elementary education.
So you can say that education is always changing.

Also, the aims of education change.Early mass education aimed to disci-
pline workers for the labour process in a very crude way - through corp-
oral punishment, religious and chauvinist indoctrination and so on.
That worked all right until about the First World War. Later on, when
there was a need for more qualified workers, education took on a whole
new range of aims. _

ADAM THOMPSON is a 19 year old A level student
In this article he writes about his feelings as one of
the hundreds of thousands of students taking exams
this summer.

This exam business all started when I first took my O levels at 16. I
failed the lot except for English Language. So I went to the Technical
College where I had planned to take my A levels, to take my O levels
again. I took different O levels the second time so that I wouldn’t get
bored. I got most of them the second time — enough to go and take my
A levels.

When I read the letter giving my O level results I nearly collapsed. I
couldn’t believe I had done so badly. Three Ds and three Es ~ both of
which are fail grades. I got English by taking it on two different exam
boards and in fact I failed one of them. Since then I’ve tried to explain
to myself why I failed my O levels. I decided there were various factors.
For a start I hated my boarding school so I felt generally pissed off and
depressed. I went to the pub most nights to escape the oppressive
atmosphere and I also had a lot too much bed and not enough sleep.
The school was mixed. But, despite those things, I did work for my
exams and I didn’t do that badly in school work.

What I think was the main factor contributing to my failing was
that for O level you have to memorisea load of facts and then when it
comes to the exam you just regurgitate the information in the form of
an essay and give it to the examiner. You are not expected in the
essay to discuss or argue about this information, and if you do, tough,
you’ve failed. Well I’ve never been much good at writing the right kind
of essays particularly in a short, stressful period of time — so it was
bad luck for me. I first realised this when I took O levels for the
second time. Before then, despite my hatred of the examination
system, I still thought that it was me that was at fault for failing my
O levels.

26
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Having just got enough O levels, I changed college and went to do

my A levels. I didn’t realise at the time that as I didn’t want to go to
university I would probably have done better getting a job. But middle
class indoctrination says you should go to university — even if you
don’t know what to do there. When I started my A levelsl also started
evening classes in welding two nights a week. So when I take my exams
this summer I’m certainly going to know about it — three A levels and
the welding course.

For me, A levels are much better than O levels because, although you
still have to memorise facts and write them down in the exam, you can
also argue and discuss the facts. But, of course, you also have to watch
what you write about because if you are too overtly socialist you will
probably fail. I also like to discuss things in class which is partly why
I’m taking three A levels in two years rather than two in one. But a
lot of people taking A level with me still seem to have the O level
mentality and are only interested in taking down word for word what
the lecturer says. So while I talk with the lecturer the rest of the
people in the class just sit and wait until we shut up. The education
system does a good job in making sure people accept what they are
told.

Passing exams is the main focus of an O level or an A level course.
So, rather than being taught about the subject you are taking, you are
taught how topass exams. This is true with CSEs, O levels and A
levels, but most true with CSEs and O levels — which, of course, is
where most people finish their education. One of the exam system’s
saving graces is that you can generally mess around until you get to
within a month of the exam — when you work bloody hard to pass.
But that implies you are not really interested in the subjects you
are taking.

I messed around last year. I was president of the students’ union.
I did my welding evening class and I also continued my political
activities But there was always the cloud of my A levels hanging
over me which made me feel I should be doing my studies. This year
I’ve tried rather unsuccessfully to cut down on my out-of-college
activities . . . But now I must really get down to work . . .

In the sixties one of the most important of these was what they called
“transferable skills”. As the nature of work changed so it became more

and more important to train people with the skills appropriate to any
form of labour - skills which were transferable. The most general
transferable skill is submission to the discipline of the capitalist
labour process itself.

Now, with every form of labour changing within a lifetime, so the
worker will not only have to change his or her job, but also the nature
of his or her employment perhaps several times - the new skills are
mobility, flexibility and technical sensitivity (quick adptation
to new machinery).

And things are still changing . A recent report - the Holland Report -
called for “general and life skills” in education. So you’re not just
turning out people for the production process any more, you’re very
explicitly trying to produce certain sorts of personal characteristics.

These are connected with the fact that in future there’s going to
be permanent unemployment, youth unemployment especially, and de
skilling of labour. So you have to provide people, as schoolchildren,
with the personal characteristics that will accept mobility, de-skilling
and periods of unemployment.

These aims are put into effect by changes in assesment, changes in
school management and upgrading of careersteaching The "life
skills” are supposed to be brought about by such things as the
raising of the school-leaving age, expansion of further education,
Youth Opportunity Programmes and the Manpower Services Commission.
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So education just changes as a reflex to the needs of capital ? Is there
no hope for real reform '3'

Well, if you look at the basic principles of Marxist educational
theory : firstly, that education should aim for the “totally de-
veloped individual“ - someone who understands the structure of
society and the basic laws of technology, and who is capable and
experienced in both mental and manual work - obviously this sort
of personal development is not possible in capitalist society.

Apart from it being one of the aims of socialism to provide an all-
round education in the future, why is education so important
for us now ?
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Anyone who wants to build a socialist revolution has to deal with
a very big contradiction. Lenin said that it was only the utopians and
the romantics who thought you could educate people for socialism
first and then get your socialist society as a consequence - as Robert
Owen thought, for example . Lenin said that we have to build
socialism with the people we've got - who’ve been corrupted and
oppressed by capitalist society . So that’s the contradiction. You
have to start developing socialist education within capit.alist society,
because that’s an important part of any revolutionary strategy, but
at the same time you’re always under terrific restraints because no
capitalist state is going to let you get very far.

The early organisations of the labour movement in this country did a
lot for education - they set up their own ‘halls of knowledge’ - and
the Chartists had their reading rooms. But at a certain stage the
labour movement in this country stopped doing much about education
and started demanding state education - and had a lot of success with
these demands .But in doing so it lost control of the content of that
education - perhaps even lost sight of the aims of education.

In your book you talk about “polytechnic education“. What is
meant by that term ?

The expression was originally termed by Marx and taken up by Russian
and German socialists. It means, firstly, that all learning should be
combined with productive work - not just any work, but socially
necessary productive labour. Through work, children understand the
relevance of the things they learn at school. Marx also emphasised
the combination of intellectual learning with physical development.
So there are three elements : productive work, intellectual learning and
physical development.

How does that work in practice ‘Z’

The clearest answer is to look at the ideas and practice of Krupskaya.
She said you should take what the children are doing anyway - say, a
boy who feeds chickens - and make this the basis of learning about
society. You study chickens, their nutritional needs, the food value
of eggs, the organisation of agriculture and so on... And to do this
you have to develop the child's cultural capabilities - writing,
arithmetic and so on... This is called the “complex method" - which
means you don't study subjects any more but problems. In studying
problems you would always need to develop cultural skills, with the
advantage that education is not divorced from social life.

This is, of course, very much against the notion of specialisation, which
runs through every aspect of capitalist life. An example of this is that
the only people considered fit to teach are professional teachers who
are licensed to do so by the state. We believe that working class parents
have a lot to teach. Also, we are convinced that children can educate
each other-----younger children from older children and vice
versa. We want to get away from the single age groups that are the
rule now so that children of different ages do mix. This is l't-H-lily a
problem of developed societies, because in l€'SS-Cl6V€ln|n‘-r| t‘nIlI'llI‘lf'.‘-;
nearly every child is with others of different ages anyway.
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Diet
Where have Marxist educational ideas been put into practice, and
with what success ?

Well, in Russia you could say that Stalinism killed the attempts to set
up polytechnic education But our research suggests that this was already
happening before Stalin came to power The reasons are connected. . ' I 9
with the backwardness of Russian society. Immediately after the
revolution the Bolsheviks said, ‘we will now have a nine year school
system incorporating the polytechnic principles’. But the fact of the ’
matter was that weren’t any schools at all for most children, and many
teachers were unprepared for the new methods. Very quickly there
was opposition to the new education from people within the party,
who were saying ‘we just can’t afford it—-it’s a luxury for us—what we
need is large numbers of economic experts and technicians to keep the
revolution alive at all’. There was a gradual retreat from polytechnic
education throughout the twenties, and when Stalin came to power it
was abolished altogether.

In the East European countries today education is much more closely
related to the production process than over here but it is a long way
removed from the notion of the “fully developed individual” . There
is a very rigid curriculum decided upon at the state level and so on.
It’s certainly not a liberating force.

China is more interesting, but very difficult to discuss because we have
so little reliable information about it. One thing that is apparent is the
enormous emphasis that Mao and the party put on education and the
role of consciousness. In terms of quantitative development what they
have done is incredible and must be admired, and they have widely _
practiced the principle of introducing real productive work into
education.

What can be done here and now in the capitalist countries‘?

In France, there is the Freinet movement of perhaps 25,000 teachers
working in state schools, who are trying to introduce manual work and
make education less abstract. They don’t do real work~work that is
socially necessary but they do manual work that relates to the needs
of the children. like bicycle maintenance.

-— which is certainly important than with learning about social and
economic life.

And what about your own project in Bristol?

It is not impossible to work to change education within the school
system, but it is very difficult. We believe that there is an enormous
potential for developing childrens’ consciousness of society at a fairly
early age, certainly before school age, and that this is an area which is
still relatively little controlled by the state. It’s a good place for us to
work.

Totterdown, the area of Bristol where we have started our project, is
very much a working class community with old housing. It’s a poor
area with a lot of immigrants. Also it has been the victim of bad
planning ~ the very centre of the community was torn down six years
ago to make way for a new ring road which has never been built.
People are very angry about this.

Our project is not really operational yet. What we want to do is
basically four things: a group for very small children, from three
months old; then a pre-school group; then a group for school children
to come to after school, mainly for workshops; and finally an
adventure playground on the wasteland outside.

We need funds for conversion work and so on. But the local people are
very willing to help out. For the present we look after local kids for
three mornings a week. The numbers are growing every day and it is
especially good for single mothers who come along.

We hope our project will be successful at a local level, and that if it is
it will have some effect elsewhere. To become a real challenge to the
existing school system, of course, there would have to be some kind
of movement with lots of people doing it.

If socialists in education become more conscious of the possibility of
some form of counter socialisation, inside or outside the schools, then
it is possible to do something to change education even under
capitalism. I

The l:'tlitcati'oii of '1'/ic l'llfI.H‘t.’, hy Stephen Castles and Wfebke
Wiisrciiherg, [Jt.£lJllSll(.’r.l by Pluto Press, £3. 95.
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a weight
on the mind

liven the most right-on-ideological-non-
make-up-wearing feminist will hate the size of
her thighs. To be thin is to be vibrant, sexual, a
real person. To be overweight is to be fettered
by monstrous mounds of excess material.

It is one o’ clock and therefore lunchtime. I
carefully prepare my low calorie meal.
Coleslaw (with yoghurt, not mayonnaise)
tomatoes (they’re only made of water so I can
have as many as] like of them) one solitary
slice of wholemeal bread (the knife at an angle
so that the slice lands up larger than it should
be) anIId the sacred food of slimrners--cottage
cheese.

The time spent on preparation is consoling
as it is some sort of contact with the object of
my obsession. The eating of it is unsatisfying, as
the choice of what to eat is determined only by
what I’m not allowed to have. l am committed
to losing a stone over the next three weeks.
This will mean that I will no longer be gormless.
podgy, or out of control. At the end of the
meal I knock back a few more safe tomatoes,
and get my mind into gear for what I will eat
for supper.

At some time in her life almost every
woman in the west will believe herself to be
overweight, and embark on some kind of
conscious food regulation. You need only look
at adverts, telly, and magazines to see what size
we are meant to be. You won’t find clothes to
fit if you go over the desired limit, and to cross
the dividing line means that you are likely to
feel a self-hating social outcast.

There are special definitions of overweight
that women reserve for themselves. A
Scandinavian study showed that 50% of l8 year
old girls thought that they were too fat, as
opposed to only 7% of the boys. Most of these
girls will invest food with immense and
seductive powers, just waiting to lure them into
the hell that is being a fatty.

They will go on to learn the full catechism
of food denial. “No thanks, I really shouldn’t
. . . oh well, just a taste. . .” Some will develop
amazing feats of mental arithmetic so as to
calculate calorific intake. They will be able to
estimate at a glance how fattening different
foods are, but realistic estimates of their body
size will have gone out of the window: “I may
not look fat to you, but l’ve put on nearly a
stone since Christmas.”

If you believe you are too fat, and that you
are eating too much, the obvious thing is to
diet. At this time of year women’s pages and
magazines are full of hints to get you “in trim
for summer”, with detailed culinary assault
courses to help you do it. All of them require
an even greater preoccupation with food than
you may have had before. lt’s possible to lose
weight just by eating a smaller amount of what
you eat already, but short term diets nearly
always concentrate on large amounts of two or
three specific foods. The egg and celery diet:

“Breakfast-one stick of celery heaped with
chopped boiled egg. Lunch--Celery aux Oeufs:
boiled grated celery drenched with scrambled
egg" etc etc for a week.” I once went on a
diet of nothing but six bananas for five days. It
was supposed to lose me about five pounds, but
I felt faint and miserable by Wednesday, as well
as continually dominated by the decision-making
about when l was going to have the next
banana. Once off it, I spent Saturday consoling
myself with as much food as I could eat.

So if the crash diet doesn’t work, what
next? You could try reading one of the
specialist dieting magazines which occupy
over-increasing areas of newsagents’ stands . . .
Slimming and NM trftioii Slimming Naturally or
Weight Watchers Magazine. Most of these head
their contents pages with what every dieter
loves and fears the most: “Diets, Recipes, Food
Information" or “I"OOD—Maintenance: now
you are at goal you may have a drink". Flipping
through, all the magazines are full of recipes to
occupy the slimmers equivalent of a De
Militarized Zone: “Colourful Cabbage Salad,
One-egg Puffy Omellette, Grilled Banana.“
One magazine had seven pages of pics of fried
food, which were designed to “help you fry
with slimming discrimination.” Where else
wold you find so much attention paid to that
which you should deny yourself? They even
took the trouble to give the calorie counts of
five different sizes of chips.

All the magazines, in common with the rest
of the slimming industry, are fond of “bcforc
and after" pics and testimonies. These run a
close second to the food features, and usually
take the form of cloudy black and wliitc
holiday snaps of miserable looking faltics set
against full colourjobs done in the studio. 'l'ln-y
are meant to set an example, and tell stories of
women who were lonely, depressed and a figure
of fun, who now goes dancing every nig|it/
rescued her broken marriage/is full of confident
energy.

So what do you have to eat to achieve tlicsc
heights? Most diets are based on 1,000 to l,5tltl
calories a day, with some foods prohibited
altogether. Falling out of favour is John
Yudkin’s carbohydrate unit diet, on which you
cut down on bread, potatoes etc, but can have
as much fat as you like. As a result it’s short on
fibre and vitamins. and opens the door to
massive over consumption of fat to make up for
what’s not being eaten elsewhere. But Yudkin
remains a firm favou rite with the dairy
industry, who will quote him where they can.
He has also spoken at quite a few of their press
conferences, where he would turn the attention
of the audience to the cvils of sugar, rather than
of fats.

There are myths about special kinds of body
fat, one of the best known being “cellulite”.
This is characterised by a diinply orange peel
type fat that settles around the hips and thighs,
and it can‘t be removed by normal dieting.
There are few things that can help---apparently
grapefruit contains a property that breaks down
the “cellulite” and dissolves it away. Supposedly
even more effective is the electric pummelling
which can be had for high prices in clinics
throughout the western world. But there is no
such thing as “cellulite” fat is fat is fat. Its
most real quality is the amount of money
generated for those who perpetrate the idea.

If the cost of clinic treatment is prohibitive,
there are always the slimming groups or clubs.
Weight Watchers led the trend, and have groups
throughout the country. You pay £ 1.50
registration, then another £1.50 per weekly
session. Your “Goal Weight“ will be worked out
by the juggling of the ratio between your wrist
measurement and height, and then you will be
given a highly complicated colour-coded diet
plan. They go on to use an approach which is a
mixture of group therapy and shame. Every
week you will be weighed in front of the rest of
the class, and for those that can cope with the
horror thus engendered, Weight Watchers seems
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to work quite well. But the question of why
you sought solace in eating in the first place is
never investigated, and all too many of the
women who are regimented into losing weight
put it back on when they have to take
responsibility for their eating habits once again.

But consciousness has begun to change.
When Suzie Orbach wrote Fat is a Feminist
Issue a year or so ago, it disappeared off
bookshop and library shelves like hot cakes
(sorry). Described as a ‘no-diet guide to
permanent weight loss“ it was voraciously
sought after by WLM overeaters who thought
all their Christmas dinners had come at once.
At last the private horrors had been put into
words, and it was suddenly clear that this
shared obsession was as much part of women‘s
oppression as unequal pay, the kitchen sink,
and the fight for abortion rights. Women began
to see that the problem might lie in something
deeper than the search for the perfect die t, and
started to recognise how much they’d been
conned and how much they conned themselves.

()rbach suggests that the prohibitive attitude
we take to food breeds the binges that follow,
and that the best way to regain control over
eating was to get back in contact with your
appetite, and eat what you wanted, when you
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wanted. She had shifted the emphasis from how
to get slim to why and how you got to be a
compulsive eater in the first place.

And although the book is largely
impressionistic, it seems that some of what she
says is now being confirmed in psychological
research. In one experiment a group was
split into two, the deciding factor being
whether or not the participants were restraining
their food intake. Each person was given a
limited amount of food during the interview.
Then, an hour or two later, both groups were
given the opportunity to eat as much as they
liked. The non-restrainers ate less than the
rcstrainers--they weren't hungry, because
the)/"d had something to cat only a short time
before. And experiments on animals have
shown that similar patterns of disordered eating
can be created by tampering with parts of the
brain. Could it be that food regulation is
responsible for disordered appetite and
therefore overweight‘? What is seen in some
psychological circles as a great advance has been
met with a shroud of silence, and given the
size and momentum of the dieting industry this
is hardly surprising.

Most women are casualties of the slim is
beautiful ideology in some way or another.
Some will die because of it. Anorexia nervosa is
a complex condition, ranging from a complete
inability to eat to a furious fight against
binging. The sufferer may compulsively
over-eat, and then induce vomiting. She is likely
to see herself as fat, and despise overweight in
other people. It takes more than a paragraph to
outline all that is known about anorexia
nervosa, but the most important aspect is that
it is almost always girls and women who
develop it. It is often an extension of the
dieting/over-eating pattern that so many
women set in their early teens‘, along with the
beliefin their own fatness and undesirability.

We are all caught in one of the most
insidious traps that this sexist culture can
produce. Alienated from our appetites. scared
of what dirty tricks our bodies will play on us,
with no way of deciding for ourselves what it is
right to look like and to eat. An industry is
making millions out of our oppression, and we
see the need ofit as a symptom of individual
failure. The slimming industry should be
attacked, picketed, and plastered with stickers
with the same energy that the women‘s
movement directs at the porn business. When it
comes to the exploitation and repressive image
of women that they represent there is little to
choose between them.

Rose Sliapirri
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Wide range of books, papers, journals and
pamphlets on politics, sexual politics, women's
studies, labour process.

OSCAR ANWEILER
THE SOVIET : Russian workers, peasants and soldiers’
councils 1905-21 £5_()()

LEAVING THE TWENTIETH CENTURY £1.50

TE LOS 38 (most back numbers available) £2.25

NEW GERMAN CRITIQUE I .. .. ) £1.50

S_ANC-TIONS AGAINST
SOUTH AFRICA
Trade Union Conference
Saturday June 2nd
Camden Town Hall,
Euston Road, London NW1
Speakers Include :-
Representatives of SACTU
Patriotic Front
Bob Hughes MP
Jack Jones
Abdul Minty

10-30 - 5.30
Registration froms from Chris
Childs. AAM TU secretary.
£1.50 per delegate.

=l= =I= =I< =I=

SOUTH AFRICA FREEDOM
DAY : JUNE 26
To mark 20 years of the Anti-
Apartheid Movement.
Southern Africa in the 1980s.
One day conference at ;
International Coffee Organisation.
Berners Street. London WI.

JEREMY BRECHER MASS RALLY
STRIKE l £2.95

7.30pm. Friends’ llouse, Iiuston
Rd. London NW1

234 Camden High St. G“-est SpeakcII
Oliver Tambo, President of AfricanLOTICIOTI NWI (0I'485 8944) National Congress of South Africa.

Official bookshop of the Vlth International l‘IuIth@Id@1fli1$ I Ami AP3"h@id

(IIIFIIISOS PRESS

NEW BOOKS from OVER THE WATER:
THE GUILLOTINE AT WORK Vol.1: THE LENINIST
COUNTER REVOLUTION.
Gregory Maximoff 360 £4 95 +20' pp‘ ‘ l pl What are Anarchists thinking these days ?
The main purpose of this book is “to dispel the aura which Lenin's
disciples have bestowed on him by showing that Lenin was
primarily concerned with attaining power and holding on to it as a
dictator by means of terror".

A NEW WORLD IN OUR HEARTS: THE FACE
THE FACES OF SPANISH ANARCHISIVI.
Albert Meltzer (ed.), 120pp. £1.75 (+10p)
A close look at the history, aims and achievements of Spanish
anarchism. It also casts a critical eye at the failures and shortcomings
of a movement with a current membership of over half a million
Spanish workers.

AN ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST MANIFESTO.
Joseph Lane, with a biographical introduction by Nicolas Walter,
75p (New Anarchist Library)

TOWARDS A FRESH REVOLUTION.
The Friends of Durruti, 75p (New Anarchist Library)

THE CIENFUEGOS PRESS ANARCHIST REVIEW (4).
l86pp (A4), £3.50p (50p postage) still available.

Emma Goldman, 75p (NAL); ~
CHARLOTTE WILSON, THREE ESSAYS
ON ANARCHISM, with a biographical
introduction by Nicolas Walter, 75p (NAL);
NATIONALISM AND CULTURE,
by Rudolf Rocker, 616pp, £6 (+750).

Sustai'ni'ng subscrip tion to Cien fuegos Press, 7.979 — £' 12.00.
Crenfuegos Press, Over the Water, Sanday, Orkney, KW77 2BL.
 

Movement. 89, Charlotte Steet
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CAMPAIGN FOR NUCLEAR
DISARMAMENT

Scrap Polaris Demonstration

This year the Government, under
massive pressure from NATO and
the armed forces, will be deciding
whether to start a new generation
of nuclear weapons - Polaris will
beredundantsoon.

These weapons are expensive and
useless - we spend an estimated
£200 million each year on them.

We are having a March Against the
Missiles at the Faslane Polaris base
in Scotland on June 2nd.

Transport is available from London
and most regions. The anti-Polaris
campaign will continue throughout
the year.

For more information contact CN I
29, Great James Street, London
WC1. (O1 242 0362)

EDITED BY HOWARD J.EHRLICH,CAROL
EHRLICH, DAVID DE LEON and GLENDA
MORRIS
This anthology brings together the work of living
anarchists writing on contemporary issues and offers
what is probably the best single statement of the principles
of social anarchism yet produced. All the articles
except one were written within the last ten years, and
many of them are here published for the first time.
Among the topics covered are the state of anarchist
organisation, the anarcho-feminist connection, and the
problems of reinventing anarchist tactics. As part of the
ed itors' goal of representing current anarchist
thinking, the anthology contains reprints of
contemporary posters, leaflets and graphics, as well
as the poetry of anarchist writers.

Routledge and Kegan Paul
39, Store Street.
London WC1.

0 7100 0128 2 Illustrated paperback £5.95COMING SHORTLY: A WOMAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY,

 

Bent. by Martin Sherman. is a
play about the gay love, pride
and defiance of two men in a
Nazi concentration camp. At Om‘
lcvcl, it tells us of the lives of gay
men during the most recent
attempt to cxteriiiinate us. At
another it shows the dilemma
created by trying to “do a deal”
with our opprcssors in an effort
to survive. lncvitably, the first-
niglit audience laughed in all the
wrong places, but few people will
walk away from Bent feeling
quite the same again.

Mas and llorst are lovers.
Tlicy meet on the train to l)ac'liau
Max had been arrested for having
slept with a murdered S/\
_i__{€‘llL‘-f£ilIS boyfriend during the
Night of the Long Knives. llorst
was picked up for having signed a
gay rights petition submitted to
the Reichstag by Magnus I'lIf.\'L‘Il-
field. On the train. Max does his
first deals and. by raping a dead
l3~year-old girl, he sliows the
he isn't gay and earns the yellow
star of the Jew.

In Nazi ideology, and concen-
tration cainp hicrarcliy, a Jew is
higher than a queer. With his
yellow star, Max gets meat in his
soup and a queer to help him
move rocks. With his pink
triangle. llorst is hated cvcii by
the Jews. To kccp l1iiiiscllI from

For Her Ow

ack Paqes
When I stroke myeyebrow, it means I love you

“going mad" Mas arranges to
have llorst work with him. And in
the boiling heat of the summer and
the winters freezing cold, they
cariy rocks, talk and grow to love
each other.

I-Ior two men to express their
love is seldom very easy. In a
concentration camp where
talking. let alone touching, is
forbidden and where every action
is watched by the SS it should
really be impossible. But, though
tlieir living bodies never meet.
llorst and Max make love. standing
to attention, ten feet apart. like
the solitary prisoners in Jean (Iicnc-t‘s
movie vclio blow smoke down a
straw from one ccll to another
llorst and Mas come together.

I-or riglit-wing press critics.
Bent is about the degradation and
death ol some half a million gay
people who ii=crc rounded up by the
the Nazis. Indeed, it is this, but
their lukc"wai‘iii reviews betray a
not surprising ignorance of the
play’s other political statement.
I-'or its great aehicveineiit is the
stark contradiction it exposes in
trying to carve out a little space
of your own to survive, to seek
freedom in oppression. With this,
Bent speaks to all of us

Horst knows survival in the
camp is impossible. Ile .fully
understands the meaning of his

G d'W

___ ____ _7 -

Ian McKellen as Max and Tom Bell as Horst in Bent
pink triangle and has no illusions
about the future. At first he's
iviiry of Max, but his spirit is
llt“v'L‘I' broken dowii and he falls
in love witli his lionorary .levi'.
Yet cvcii this love is a subversive.
dcfiaiit act wliicli lie flaunts in the
face of his captors. “Wlicii I
stroke iiiy eyebrow, like this,“ he
tells l'vla.\, “it means I love you.“

Ma.\.' cl oesn ‘t waiit his love.
Survival means keeping fit. doing
deals and caring for nobody. On
his way to the camp, Mas stood
by while the SS beat his lover
Rudy to death and, when ordered

to do so, struck the final killing
blows. He doesn't need llorst’s
love, but takes and returns it
nonetl'ieless.

Bent is one of tliosc rare and
in:.ignilIicciit plays viliicli. wlien
they cnd. should be greeted not
by applause but by silence. It has
a power iihich inakcs it seem in-
credible that. vclicn the full cast
conic out to take their liciii", Mas
and llorst. Rudy. the closetted
uncle, drag artist (ireta, army
guards and the SS captain, are
standiiig side by side.

Brian Deer

oo omen and th ‘ex er si
Ihc book is more than a at her husband or physician

. p
“ > 'rsly iiiilustrioiis, Ainerica in the 19th century. cushions, eyes fixed trcmulously

' "ork of any kind. ' ~ . * ' ~ ‘ s 3 " ---
tl iii k'f » ... - . ~ 2 - -~" .. s tea ia ic 'ni c and

fork sank from my hand too
tired to cat . . . I lay on the
lounge and wept all day. lhe
tears ran down into my cars
from either side. I went to bed
crying, woke in the night crying,
sat on the edge of the bed in the
morning and cried ~- from sheer
continuous pain. Not physical,
the doctor csaiiiincd me and
found nothing the matter."

For Her Own Good begins
with this quote from a l9th
century Anierican feminist and
lecturer, who was to be dogged
by such feelings for the rest of
her life. She was treated by a
leading US nerve specialist, who
told her to “live as domestic a
lite as possible. Ilave your child
with you all the time . . . lie
down an hour after each meal.
Have but two hours intellectual
life a day. And never touch pen
brush or pencil as long as you
live."

This is just one of the man

the ‘curious epidemic wliicli
swept middle and upper class
women in both lingland and

throniclc of such cxpencnces
and the ‘cures’ promoted,
tlioiigli they are recorded in a
uc;i|tli of detail.

It is an analysis of what was
called ‘the woman question‘ in
l‘)lh century America, why it
liappcncd, and liow it related to
the grovctli of the ‘cspcrts" tlic
physicians, gyiiaccologists,
educators and psyclioanalysts
who have taken over womcn‘s
lives in the past I50 years,
dcstroying in the process the
healing and midwifery skills ol
women which were such .1 strong
tradition in colonial Amcric i

Iconoinic and politic ll
events scicn tific methods and
technology are here intcr-
connected in a convincing and
specific way 19th cc ntury
sciencc for example backed
vvliat the authors call the
romantic solution to the W oinzcn

qiicstion
I his saw sickness as a sourcc

ol tciiialc beauty and bcauty as

cc n tiiry romantic paintings
lc iturc the bc iutiful invctlld
sensuously drooping on her

the loveliest heroines wcrc those
who died young, like Beth in
Little Women, too good and pure
for the life of this world."

The new medical profession
backed the ‘romantic solution‘
‘Willi biology, making femininity
into a disease and female
functions inherently pathological.
lhis led to all manner of com-
plaiiits being dealt with by ‘local’
treatments, including the appli-
cation of leeches and cauterisation

Thc most interesting political
irgumcnt of thc book IILS in its
aiialysis of thc present Ilic deca
of the old valucs the risc of
singles c0ll"~Ull1t.l'l\lI1 so cagerly
latclicd onto by the market the
ncvi mood tor instant "Td'[lfl(.-
ition havc produced asscrtivencss
training and self help papcrbacks
likc Ilovi to bc Xour Own Bcst
I ricnd or lAin t Much Baby
but l ni all I‘vc got

I cminisni having sccn
through the romantic solution
and the pseudo-science ot the

nevi market forces if the rules
imposcd by sexual romanticism
had dcnicd woiiicn any luturc

I thc LLd\LIL\
could do no v.
luas ovi k
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other than service to the family,
the new psychology secnied to
deny liuman bonds altogether,
for women or for men . . " While
rightly condenining the new neo-
roinantic inovc-nient of ‘Total
Woman’, it remains ambivalent
to marketplace psychology.

Particularly interesting is the
authors‘ definition of patriarchy
and its destruction by the rise of
industrialisation to be replaced
by a ‘niasculinist society‘ from
which WOITICIII-S useful productive
role has been completely excised.

There is one criticism; the
book is mainly about middle
class women. The condition
under \\'IllL‘Il poor and black
women lived ‘and the impact on
them of science and the experts
are often described, but some-
times as an ironic aftc rthought,
and their position \\»-‘HS 0lIt*-‘I1 VPTY
cliffc rent I poor women were
forced into the market. not the
home, by industrialisation.

Cherrill Hicks

For Her Own Good, by Barbara
Flirenreicli and Deidre Iinglish.
Pluto Press. £3.60
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Palestinians E From Peasants to
Rev0lutionaries.By Rosemary
Sayigh. Zed Press. 57, Caledonian
Road, London N1. £2.95 paper-
back. £8.95 hardback. 205pp.

Rosemary Sayigh’s book is one
of the best recent writings on
Palestine and the Palestinians.
Based on interviews with Pale-
stinians now in Lebanon, the book
represents only a partial look at
the vast Palestinian diaspora. As
the author says, there is a limit to
what one researcher can do alone.
But Ms Sayigh has skilfully and
sympathetically brought together
Palestinians’ accounts of their
life before the Zionist invasion
with statistics on the Palestine
economy under British colonial
rule and an analysis of the corri-
plenien tary roles of Zionism and
imperialism. The book is not
about slogans but is a description
of a society which was systeinati-
cally destroyed. Palestinian
villagers‘ accounts of the terror to
which they were subjected by
Zionist gangs nail forever the
lie that they fled ‘under
instructions from Arab leaders".
Ms Sayigh’s accounts of the
inability of the Arab states and
their regular armies to defend
Palestine sets the scene for the
description of the Palestinian re-
awakening of the mid 1960s. This
produced such a profound change
in the Middle liast, and in the
Palestinians themselves, that they
have considerable justification,
she argues, in referring to it as
a “revolution”, though it has as
yet overthrown no state power.
Read this book for an under -
standing of why another war in
the Middle l-last is inevitable
unless the Palestinians win their
rights.

The World on our Backs. By
Malcolm Pitt. Lawrence and
Wishart £2.95. The story of the
Kent miners in the 1972 strike:
our normal image of coal miners
is of the sturdy workers of Scot-
land or Yorkshire. Pitt
ex amines the way the strike
developed among the 3.500 men
of the Kent coalfields who were
respon sihle for picketing the
whole of the south coast and
sharing London with the Midlands
miners. lt recaptures vividly the
excitement and the tribulations of
that period, telling the story of a
little-known but highly militant
section of the NUM. and concludes
with a brief look at the 1974
strike, ending with an examination
of the limitations of militancy
without a socialist perspective.
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Scottish Women’s Place by Evelyn
Hunter (l~IUSPB £1.95) is a
practical guide and critical com-
ment on Women"s rights in Scot-
land. An important book because
as well as giving a comprehensive
guide to all aspects of the law.
attempts to examine the specific
nature of women’s oppression in
Scotland. ‘Scotland likes to boast
of her roman tic reputation, a
history of kilts, pipes and Red
Clydesidcrs. The reality has been
poverty and oppression, clan
massacres, evictions for profit,
religious bigotry, and an unroman-
tic treatment ofwomen.’

I-lxpanding its list from local
history. the Aberdeen Peoples’
Press has just published Legality
and Community, a look at the _
politics of juvenile justice in
Scotland. -
£ 1.75 from__Abe.rdeeii'_l‘eoples’
Press.--163', King Street, Aberdeen

The Guillotine at Work. By
Gregory Petrovitch Maximoff.
Volume One: The Leninist
Counter- Revolution. C.ienfuegos
Press £4.95. A reprint of the first
part of Petrovich’s 1940 account
of the post-revolutionary period
in Russia from an anarchist view-
point. Valuahlc today as a relative-
ly contemporary account of much
that has since become lost in
myth and rhetoric. l*'_);;m1inc3
in detail such embarrassing
incidents as Kronstadt, Makhno’s
Army, the work of the Ukrainian
Che-Kha and Lenin's blind eye to
the use of torture.

Ti. - C

The British Media and Northern
Ireland. Truth : the first casualty.
56 page pamphlet from the
Campaign for l~'rce Speech on
Northern lreland. Well-produced
selection of writings about the
way the British media cover
Northern lreland. A useful
contribution in an under-discussed
area which brings together some
of the more important articles and
essays of the last ten years. But
its lack of a stated editorial
perspective, coupled with a reluct-
ance to gra le with critical

Paqes
and the “Bald liagle” fiasco
expose the shoddy reporting and
virtual mendacity of reporters
for major British newspapers.
The Bulletin also looks at the

“is dynamite . . . With it we have
gone further than ever before".
So they‘re asking people who
agree with what they’re doing to
help Blot by makin out a. g .

structure of ownership and control bankefs order; NUSS jg at 302
of the British press, what is
reported on TV, how the army
influences reporting, the role of
the squaddies‘ paper Visor, the
local press in Northern Ireland,
and the impact of direct censor-
ship.
Belfast Bulletin no 6, 45p
(65p outside Ireland). from 52,
Broadway, Belfast 1 1 . Or from
PDC, 27 Clerkenwell Close,
l.ondon l'ICl

We all know that a 1-‘reedom of
Information Act would be a Good
Thing :. it’s almost a catechism as
far as the left is concerned. The
Politics of Secrecy, a new pamphlet
from the NCCL, spells the case
out in a concise 50 pages.
£1.00 including p&p from NCCL,
186, Kings Cross Road,
London WCl
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Ill” “until
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Pentonville Road, London N1.

Hard on the heels of The Gay
Journal comes another gay publi-
cation, Glib. Very much along
the lines of the pro-feminist men’s
magazine, Achilles Heel, Glib
offers a mix of personal experiences
features and political debate. '
-Issue One 30p plus 10p p&p
137, Powke Lane, Rowley
Regis, Warley , West Midlands.

The Feminist Archive: A newly-
established collection of women’s
work. lncludes magazines, badges,
posters, calendars, song sheets and
much unpublished ephemera.
Details on becoming a Subscriber
or Friend: sac to Orchardleigh
Hou se, Shepton Mallet, Somerset.

Beryl and the Perils, whose last
show, Dennis the Menace, was
favourably reported in Leveller 22,
have anew show on the road this
month. Called Nuts, it “explores
many kinds of licquorice allsorts
of male-defined madness and sorts
out the smarties from the tootie
fruities”. The Peryls are an all-
women collective of performers
with very mixed backgrounds and
a united commitment to producing
shows for and about women.Nuts
is playing at The Cinema, ICA,
Nash House, London SW1. Ju
2nd. Arts Centre, Hemel Hempstead
Hempstead, June lst, Bath Arts
Workshop June 4-8th, Midlands
Arts Centre, Birmingham and
Leasowes Community College,

There‘s a Foco Novo-Half Moon
cojproduction at the Half Moon,
Alie Street London El runnin I

6C Paqes
John Arden and Margaretta
D’Arcy. Tobe performed by an
all-woiiien cast the season will
give us an opportunity to see
something at least of the rarely
performed Non Stop Connolly
Show.

Covent Garden Community
Theatre have a new entertainment
Tricky City Song Show, appearing
in pubs and social centres in F
London until June 9th. The show
features songs of city life, inter-
spersed with gags, jokes and
plenty of magic. Top favourites
are Milton Keynes, Land of
Dreams and Let’s Go Up To
Town. From the middle of June
onwards the group will be at full
stretch touring this show. their
play When My Chip Comes In.
and a childrcn‘s show called
Thunder and Lightening, again
all around London. Ring
Rosalind Dodd ()1 836 0617 for
details.

Fleet Community Theatre Group
have a show touring London.
Sweetie Pie is an entertaining
look at woman's image as imposed
on her by society. It is suitable
for audiences aged l4 upwards.
lt's playing at l\-larchmont Commu
nity Centre. Central London Youth
Project, Abbey Community
Centre, I-‘lect (‘omniunity Centre,
and at Interaction, all of which are
in the London Borough of Camden,
from .lune 12th to 17th.

June
“*3 The National Abortion Campaign‘s

National Conference is to discuss
the directions that the campaign
should take. Should it remain
single issue ? Papers for the con-

rwn an t Halesowcny June 13th’ ference, to be held in Manchester
II'"\'3'°" :‘gg- Wolverhampton Polytechnic on ‘lime 9'10‘ Should be Sent toM00899 ’, NA(374G'.1R'1‘unggy 008“ June 14th, Bath Place Community ’ ’ My‘; rm OM ’

111% $59“ Centre, Leamington June 15th London WCL (278 0153) by
rl\ll5;‘t=::"' Worcester Sports Cehtre June ’ May l7' NAC ask for than to
390! . ’mu 31311 17th, The Phoenix Centre, Dawley, written on A (Jestemer Stencil
.,“pt1lI0 Telford, June 18th, Plymouth

91' “Emu!” Arts Centre, June 19th and 20th. 19 Rights 0fw(?ri1en Day Com
ference on lllegitimacy. l0ain-
5pm at the Architectural Assoc.,
34 Bedford Square, London WC].
Discussions on the present law,

! i E, - , ‘ . .'_ pp um“ June 9th can d L d proposed retorins. possible
material that doe-sn’t fit into 3 Cartoon. Blot . ' . e an sfcape strategies for feminists. FurtherSt _.,ht, g bi. _ _ , - ofExi1e and written by David - . .

raig we re cmg censored . ._ J . . M_ . . V . _ . _ _ details: sae to ROW, 374 (traysapproach is a limitation for any The thirdissue ot the National airowitz, it describes the life hm Road Lon 1 W(. L
_ i , _ x _ _ . Union of School Students paper of the 1-Iuropean emigres in London Q L on

reddklr who liebkb d fun understandmg Blot has just come out, in a new during the 1880s after Marx ‘s 23-24 Women in M31013] TI-‘M19550p from lett bookshops or PDC at . . . . . r - . ..27 Clurkejnwcn Close London EC] fold-out poster format instead of death. Detailing the 1]']tB1‘3_Q[1()n Conference. Leeds. Details. less
’ ‘ ' as a magazine. Designed in the between the British Labour M@Mflh0I1, 16 $1101‘-¢l>I00l< Awllllfl.
Another more Lfonlprehensivo style of a fanzine, issue 3 looks at Movement and the European Leads 7-

and indeed more damning study girls‘ magazines- Soweto, sexuality Marxists at a time of mounting Rank and File Trade Union Con-
of the British press’s coverage of and Southall, among other things. industrial ferment, the play’s ference. June 23, New Century
Northern Ireland is in Belfast But it could be the last-- the leading characters are Engels and Hall, Manchester. Sponsored by
Bulletin no 6. Two examples Calouste Gulbenkian grant that lrlleanor Marx. For their summer seven rank and file shop steward
those of rumours about a big funded the first three issues has $93500 the Half M0011 are and strike committees for the
;,~ha]<¢-up in (ht; P]'()V()f-§ in 1977, now run out. NUSS say that Blot performing the Irish plays or defence of the right to strike; to

1 — 4‘ —__ _ Ii ,_+._ _ _- -1._~— 7

picket to organise; and to work.
The Conference organisers “seek a
commitment to a united lobby of
the TUC in September. 1t would
provide a useful forum for dis-
cussing sow we start the fightback
against anti-union guidelines (or
legislation) and how we resist
closures and redundancies.“
Delegates’ credentials: Defend
Our Unions Conference. 265a
Seven Sisters Road. London N4.

26 Socialist Challenge Trade
Union Conference. ()n ‘Alter-
natives to the Concordat’ and
‘Workers Plans’. Conway Hall,
Red Lion Square, London WCI
l"urthcr details: SC. PO Box 50
London N1.

30 Health Not Cuts. All day
conference organised by
Fightback: “Lessons of the
struggle against cuts; the attack
on trade union rights; who
suffers; the fight fora socialist
health service.“ To he held at
Conway Hall, l.ond on WCI.
Details: liightback. 30 Camden
Road, London NW1.

June
18-19 Meetings to discuss Rudolf
Bahro campaign: at Conway Hall,
Red Lion Square, London WCI.
liriday night: public meeting to
discuss the relevance of Bahro to
the British Left. Saturday
morning: l)iscussion meeting for
those involved in the campaign.
Further in formation from G.
Minnerup. 24a Bellevue Road.
Ryde, lsle of Wight.

19. School Closures. Public
meeting at the Tape and Drama
Centre, off Red Lion Square,
London WCI, organised by All
London Campaign Against School
Closures c/o 68 Charlton Street
London NW1. 01-388 0241.

9

Workers Educational Association
Summer School. “There are two
study groups of particular interest
to women“ (Women ’s Report):
The Victorian Family (tutor:
Mary Kennedy) and What has
happened to Women (tutor:
Philippa Langton). Details:
Margaret O’Del1. WEA, 32
Tavistock Square. London WCI.
July 21-August 4.

Women’s Research and Resources
Centre Summer School. Bradford
University. Estimated cost £7.50.
Further information: Diana
Leonard, 24 Myddleton Place,
London EC1. September 6-l0.

Communist University of London.
Once described by Richard Gott
as: “Part anti-university (concen-
trating on a critique of existing
‘bourgeois academic disciplines).
and part forcing house for
developing Marxist theory. the
burgeoning of the CUL (more
than a thousand students regis-
tered) is an interesting example
both ofthe resurgence ofMarxism
among young intellectuals and the
flowering diversity within the
Communist Party itself." The
tenth anniversary CUL will be
held at University of London
Union, Malet Street. London WC1
£ 10 in advance. £12 on the door.
liull details: CUL 16 King Street.
WC2. July 7-15

June Festivals
1-6 Ruthin Free Festival. Cy nwyd.
North Wales. liurthcr details:
Third Stone. 39-41 Manestys Lane
Liverpool 1.
2-5 Lutte Ouvrier fete and
conference, Paris. The big annual
event organised by the lircncll
comrades. Always a good political
and social scene. A coach will be
going from London £30 return.
Details: BM RCT, London WCIV
6XX. Tel: 274 3951
17. People’s Festival. The annual
CP do at Alexandra Palace. North
London. Debates on: economy.
microprocessors. racialism, chil-
dren. Speakers include Gordon
M(_~I_(3nni1n_ CP Gen Sec. Music
from the Immigrants and others
to be announced. Plus stalls.
theatre groups etc. Prices range
from 50p for students and
claimants to £2.00. 10am-l lpin.
l-“urthcr details: 16 King Street.
WC3. Tel: S36 2151.
15-25 Stonehenge midsummer
free festival. “Sex. drugs. rock n’
roll and free food" according to
[T (263 5196)

19-21 Glastonbury paid festival.
Semi-commercial effort organised
by Arabella Churchill and aimed
at reviving that old hippy thing.
20-22 Hud Faire, near Dartington
South Devon. Further info. sac to
Guy llolne, Cross Cottage.
Asliburton, S. Devon.
27-5 July Avebury Freedom
Festival. Wiltshire. Again.
according to IT. a “stoned walk
is planned from Stonehenge to
Avcbury“.

Cambridge’s annual free fair, the
Strawberry Fair. will be held on
June 9 this year. The fair. which
features live bands, games, stalls.
inflatables and theatre groups.
takes place on Cam bridge‘s
Midsulnmer Common from 10am
until late. A procession led by a
jazz band will wend its way
through the town at about
lunchtime. ending up at tln;
Common. The fair, wliicli is
iion-profit making, has been held
since 1974. and it‘s something
else when the sun shines.

.liine 10 Friends of the Earth are
to hold a National Bicycle Rally
in Trafalgar Square. lt's
intended to convince local
authorities that they ought to
make provision for cyclists in
their own areas: 1-‘oli hope that it
will be the largest ever gathering
of cyclists in the country. The
rally is to start at 2.30pm.

Brick Lane 1978: A
Community Under Attack. An
exhibition in words and pictures
of the events around Brick Lane
last year. A Half Moon
Photography Workshop touring
exhibition. Available for hire
from the Workshop. Opening for
the month at Whitechapel Art
Gallery, Whitechapel High Street,
London I'll 7QX (01-377 0107).

CAMDEN TASK FORCE
needs fourth team member to work with
pensioners’ groups, neighbourhood groups, school
groups, and individual pensioners.

Experience in community work and/or
neighbourhood work essential. Political awareness,
sense of humour, energy and ability to work on
your own with team support are important qualities.

Salary: £3,732 per annum. Please write or phone
for application form and job description to '
Task Force, 6 Malden Road, London NW5.
Telephone 01-267-3381.

Closing date May 30.
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Clarrifieds
Rates : 5p a word Ads must
be prepaid by cheque or PO
made out to ‘The Leveller
Magazine Ltd’. We reserve the
righl to refuse any ad.

I AM LOOKING for a room in a
flat or house in Manchester area
from this July. If you can help,
please write to John Knight,
Flat 6, 129 Wellington Road,
Wallasey, Merseyside.
A PLACE IN NEWCASTLE.
We're looking for a flat or house
for two, during summer 1979 (or
longer). Write Julia and Ivan,
Devonshire House, Gyllyng Street,
Falmouth Cornwall.

i-- -

I

Homosexuals,
bisexuals, transvestitesl
transsexuals,
can chat to gay people at
London Friend.
01-359 7371 every evening
7.30-10.00.
Individual befriending and
counselling, plus social
groups.

Address:
274 Upper Street,
lslington, London N1.

a
I
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PERSONS interested in helping to
launch and develop community
project in Caledonian Road,
North London. The emphasis will
be on a completely independent
grass roots approach and only

-those committed to this ideal
need apply; paper qualifications
are irrelevant.

Once the show is on the road,
full-time salaried posts will be
created (£4,000-£5,000p.a.) but
some initial spade work is
necessary before this can be
realised. We have premises and
some initial capital, with promises
of more to come. Anyone
interested please phone 01-837
5408. 8.30-9.30 am or 11-11.45
pm.
UHU RU COLLECTIVE needs a
new worker for its community
cafe. We are looking for a more
positive outlet for our politics and
need someone with energy and
ideas. Oxford 48249.
HEALTH—NOT CUTS _
Conference. Saturday June 30
10-17.30. Conway Hall, Red
Lion Sq, London WC1. Social
7-10pm. Send for details of
registration and delegates
credentials to FIGHTBACK, 30
Camden Road, London NW1.
WOMEN'S FESTIVAL '79
June 8-17
Women's Arts Alliance
10 Cambridge Terrace Mews
London NW1
Theatre, films, workshops, video,
skill-sharing, live music, poetry,
discos, food, books, exhibitions,
picnic, discussions-

Some events have already been
arranged but there is still room
for women/groups wanting to
take part or exhibit their work.
Please write to the Women's Arts
Alliance or phone 01-935 1841
(after 2pm) giving possible days
and ideas for participation.
GAY SW EATSHOP THEATRE
COMPANY are in EDINBURGH
28th, 29th and 30th June with
“DEAR LOVE OF COM RADES".
Tickets on sale from Gay Centre,
60 Broughton Street. 556 4049
(evenings), Communist Party
Bookshop, 137 Buccleuch Street
and First of May Bookshop, 45
Niddry Street. 556 6963

(afternoons). Contact ticket
sellers in June for details of
venue. Don't miss this chance to
see a really excellent play.

TWO for the price of ONE. Have
an enjoyable holiday and visit a
Socialist country. Bulgaria,
Romania, Soviet Union, GDR,

__-- 

Yugoslavia, etc. Ring Alec Miller
on 01-635 8260 for details--
Brochures.

TRAVEL. Business, pleasure or
holidays. Worldwide scheduled
flights. Tickets at underground
prices. Big surprises? Find out
more for yourself and save more
with Dooleys Underground Air
Travel, Paddington Street,
London W12 ISA.

MIDDLE EAST SUPPORTERS of
revolutionary groups can now
read “The Gulf". Containing:
PLO interview, Britain's secret
war in Oman, & socialist
developments in South Yemen.
Send 50p. p&p included, to: "The
Gulf", c/o Zed Press, 57
Caledonian Road, London N1.
CORNER HOUSE Bookshop for
radical education books. Publish
LUNATIC IDEAS on newspapers
and education, £1.95 including
p&p. Also Lunatic Ideas badges
25p including p&p. 14 Endell St,
London WC2.
GAY'S THE WORD BOOKSHOP,
66 Marchmont Street, London
WC1. 01-278 7654. Gay books,
feminist books, new and
secondhand. Information, tea/
coffee. Tues-Sat 11.30-7.30.
INDONESIAN by qualified native
socialist. Translation/tuition.
Historical background and
political discussions free, unless
unwanted. 01-788 8526.
SAXAPHONE FOR SALE Conn
VI M underslung alto, £300 orio.
Contact Andy Curry, 62 Broxash
Road, London SW11. 01-223
5635.

Rates : 5p a word Ads must
be prepaid by cheque or PO
made out to ‘The Leveller

COPS GAZETTE names MPs,
police officers and lawyers who
aid and abet crime. Please send
sae and donation for your copy to
its editor J. Bardwaj, 35 Ascot
Road, Luton, Beds (Committee
for Prevention of Police State
Parliamentary Candidate, Luton
Eafi).

BROADSIDE THEATRE El I_0l'ldOl"I"
based socialist touring group, re-
quires : 1) a second administrator
(graphic design skills an advantage)
2) a versatile female performer
(inc. singing). Both full-time. Long
term commitment. Write giving
full details of experience, skills,
politics, approach to theatre and
reasons for wanting to work with
Broadside to : 58, Holbein House,
Holbein Place, London SW 1.. For
further details ring 470 2581

COMICS BY POST. Howard the
Duck, Undergrounds, Freak
Brothers, Conan, Home Grown,
Smoking Books, Spirit. Overstreet
Price Guide, Marvel Imports,
Warrens, Heavy Metal. Free
Catalogue. Fandom Publications,
16, Wimbledon Arcade, Wimbledon
Broadway. London SW19 1 QQ.

zcv or RENAULT 4 in good nick,
reliable and from a good home
wanted by socialist driver who
hates fixing motors. London area
preferably. 01 703 8998 evenings.
HOMOSEXUAL? So are we. If
you need to talk about it phone
Gay Icebreakers 01-274 9590 any
evening 7.30 to 10.30.

iii‘!

Magazine Ltd’. We reserve the
right to refuse any ad.

Send to : Leveller Classifieds. 57, Caledonian Road. London N1

l enclose ....................... .. for ............... .. no. of issues. I

Name ........................................ ..

AddreSS
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Print your ad below in block capitals, one word in each box.
Underline the words you require in capitals.

‘Ii

“FASCISM "room"
A national weekend school for anti-fascists,in Oxford
June 29 to July l, l979.
Th[MF§“(l)Fascism in Britain today (2)Fascism abroad
(3)The roots of fascism (4)Fighting fascism
SPONSORS Anti Nazi League,Searchlight,Black Liberator,
History“Horkshop,Rev.ot African Political Economy,
Centre for Contemporary Lultural Studies, Federation
of Worker Writers.

SPFAKFRS Oeollrcy Alderman,Michael Billig,Nick Cicutti
Anne UummeLt,Nigel harris,Brian Holland,Annie Phizack-
lea,Jnhn Hex,Uave Roberts,Alfred Sohn-Rethel,Colin
Oparks,Martin waIker,Oave widgery plus speakers from
Anne lrank Foundation,Centre for Contemp.Cultural
bLudIcS,CdmpnIgH Against Racism and Fascism, Soc.f0r
Lducation in Film and Television
Uflnflt apcokcaa one luring oppacucluni;o6ficfla and

snggcattona one stttt wctcomc
REGISTRATIQA from 7pm Friday,9am Sat.
i2I50(§l.5O claimants/students) Opening 8.30pm Friday
Rctnan Addncsb: Uxflufld ANL,V 0 Box l5,UXfluHd UXI ZJE

_ _,_ _ ,_._._ ._-_ -_- --1

llaiiie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Postcode . . . . . . . . ..

Registration luv nl......enclosed*/to pay on arrival
‘II,/§ )-.‘ltflg..{llt"] llillll iiiiii mitt] ciir?l’tibt' -5.t'l.t'. fliiiti /;iil’l' ):>~'tug.

Accomodatinn please for....person/s . . . . ..night/s
Please bfltHq steeping baga,fcnfs,cnmpcta,nv make own
ll-'1--i{C'IlIl;ltillll.’llF5 Iii twist’ -5(*ti't.-tilctl t"r;icttl" IIC"§(-IIIIIUII’-5.

Lreche(Oaylimn) needed f0r....child/ren aged . . . . . . . . ..
Am bringing i.iir...//
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FIFIST QUARTER 1 979
The Bookmarx Cliih is now an established method for socialists to get the
best of new sni:iiilisi liiiiiks at a big discount“-and delivered to your door.
HOW IT WORKS Yiiii seiirl us £4.50 for which you will receive the books on
List A below plus tliiisii on one other list of your choice. Extra lists can be
obtained for f"? ht) iiacli Don't delay, send in the form now with your
Subscription, yoiivvill l~~iiilVl'.' ptiiinds on the retail value O1 the bO0kS (shown in
brackets on the lisil

-.._|_|5'|" A . -_...___._--- - -- --_ _ LIST B
WORKERS AGAINSI llll (illl.AG, I-ET ME SPEAK. bv Demitila Barres
by Viirltii Iliiyiii--. iiiiil Olqa de ch‘-1n93r3 If2-95l-
Si-_\[|}gr(}|](}q|1,| I | Iliij-= wile iii B(lIlVIriI"i lrn rtiiri-1-_ii' lells HOW Slit) DEC;-inie

. .. . I invriiverl in the struggles of the local corrirnimllv|.,, _i.i| Ii._ -ii-,|> II‘ I || |ilII iiill ll‘ ‘ - I

,,_,. .,___,,_,_,,. ,., _, , .,,,. ,,,, H", ~ eiirrie ofthe most rnilitantworkers IHBOIWIH

I I-—LISTETHE CHAN, U, JIMMY i A FAREWELL COMPANIONS. by
'BlACKSMlTll Ily iiiiiiii.i.-. KP.-neally I James P'“"'<e‘l£1-5°l

‘ A l‘lfli'i.H-'I li~,- the aiiihrir III the acclaiinetl Siri,ii~iirii-.i
I85Ii'I lily ihisrine setinlrelaridloiiryearsfillclt I118 F351"

Fli‘-iing til I916

g WOMAN ON THE EDGE OFTlME.by
1 1 Marge Piercy (£1.95)

"'*' -II""'-I '-- "- " " '" " i 1 iii 1-,;i,iiii<-,li.4imerican woman forced into a menial

THE NFW Ilt'HNt)l()("iiY by Iii-isiiital Illy piessiires from tier family esraoes ir_i a
' -iii-iriian liiiiire anti there liritls strength iii light in

llir-9 [,'|N—.'F-_i-F-'T'I'l Fifi-3-I Bflllfih iPf'Iilit)t'I

-—- LIST F
LENIN Vol 4; THE BOLSHEVIKS
AND wonto REVOLUTION. by
Tony Cliff (£3.60)
NUIF IIIP IIFSI three vtiliiiirt-_i5tJI{.l|I15 I)|tJgratil'iy til
leniri ma" earth he lr. .1 " '

Ctiiltiltir lliltitiiiiilirili .‘~iirruit:i+5 (65pl.

iil i, il
|‘I , ‘ I I I i-|i|i;-i,-i-tl ,|-.r|

I

-—- IISI n P -- s
RH/(}lllllt)N Iiy .l.ii:k I.(JI‘l(IOfl_I
lfl SUI I y . eater as an extra list and

iilitaiiierl by cliih member:-3 for an extra [2 50 earn
UIJIIIIFIP

.|' ‘I Il.| _,|_,|i|

I wish to join/rejoin the Bookmarx
HELLO A95 YOU W()p)<|N(52 (50p) Club and enclose £4.50 l+ £2.50 for
".-'“\.iI|'ifI\ti-*r-. -Iii I --- .- {'iii~- -_i i.) I )l.i- 81173
lliirlfii--.. I 1l...!‘-_|..i-I .r- .’|,,, 1

_---——-— ---— — —— —--—-J NAME _, _ _ _ , .. ..
tisrc-- --—-- - —---—--r

A HUNDRED veaes or taeoue ADDRESS ‘ " I ' ' ' ' ' I i * ‘ ' ' ‘I i
IN THE USA by DanielGuerin{£3 50)

I|I -_,r--'-__ '-"i.1',i-I,-1"_ _ . '|‘l||' l. c__ I - ,1 _|,, -_

$11 "I ‘-4’ T - ATT~— -T~~~iT Please send list A * Listlsl II
I-_Send to BOOKMARK CLUB, 265 Seven Sisters Road, London, N4

... - p-.___._..--.__l__ -.--

New from Pathfinder

CHINA AFTER MAO
by Leslie Evans
Tien An-Men Square in late 1976; the deat..h ofl\/Ian
Tee-tung; the purge ofhis wife, Chiang Ch’ing; and the
campaign against the "gang tilftiur" form the dramatic
background for this analysis of(.-ihina during 1976 and
1977.

Evans compiles an impressive array oflacts and statist.ics
fl‘t)IT1 Chinese government reports, journalistic dispatches,
and personal accounts. A study ofthe Chinese economy
under Mao, a report ofrepression under his regime, and an
till;-lI_\_/SIB ofthe emergence ofa Soviet-type dissident. move-
ment are included. 194 pages.

ISBN ll-913460-61-3 lclothl £8.2(l
ISBN ll-913461)-64-8 (paper) £2.()()

LEON TROTSKY ON FRANCE
by Leon Trotsky
This new collection contain:-s Trotsky’.s book Whither
France? and a selection ofliis articles on a critical period in
recent French history, from 1934 to 1939. shortly he-Fore the
Nazi invasion. 272 pages.
ISBN O-9l346()-65-6 Iclothl £7.15
ISBN ll-913460-66-4 lpaperi £2.30

Pathfinder Press
47 THE CUT LONDON SE1 8LL Telephone: 01-261 -1354P Itwpb‘, “find ' _ _ ‘ ‘more registration forms  

For the third year, a massive

theatre, poetry ,
jazz and folk

People's Festivalat
Alexandra Palace, this
time organised by the
London Communist
Party. Films,

5"

music, an J
evening concert
with reggae and Thther sounds, art 11-
0 itionexhib' ' , 3!";

- IChildren s 11-3Festival dance and O
I Delays fsports displays, Lond ""°m i= _o . eo n Dis St“’6‘IR .

stallsii debates and a ad, L "ls-‘to °"9a
political rally. . . . this is 7-242 "9"
London's greatest event of

Ondfln

0 I

the year. There's something. for
everyone at the London People's Festival.

On


